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Code Blue
phone to
be installed

Driving for two

By KAREN SIEBER
News Editor

P

lans are being made for a new
emergency Code Blue Light to be installed somewhere between Stark and
Watkins, but no exact location has been
decided upon yet.
Dr. Kane proposed to Student Senate that the light be installed because
of the isolation of that particular area.
Student Senator Mary Kelly thinks
that it is needed because there are no
buildings around the area that are open
late at night. If a problem arose, the
light could aid students by calling for
help and attracting attention to the
trouble scene.
According to Kelly, the emergency
light will cost around $3,500 including
instillation. The money will come out
of the Student Activity Fee Reserve
and not university funds because the
need for the light arose after the university budgeted its money.
Chuck Bentley, Director of Student
Affairs, feels that money should be set
aside for new equipment or for the
repair of oldequipment. He said that
the amount of money needed for such
a fund is not available because of budget cuts.
A deadline of April 15 was set by
Student Senate for the Code Blue light
to be installed because they have to
wait until the ground thaws.

IFO, athletic department
guidelines questioned
By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Editor &

KAREN SIEBER
News Editor

It's been two years now since
rumors floated around campus that
Winona State University head football coach Tom Hosier would not
have his contract renewed. Rumors
are being revived this week as
Hosier's contract again is being considered for renewal.
Hosier's contract in 1993 was
renewed for only two years. His
application for the head coaching
job was submitted Dec. 6 and currently is on the desk of Winona
State President Darrell Krueger.
Krueger could not be reached at
press time to learn the status of
Hosier's application.
In order to recruit, coaches must
be working under a current contract with the university.
The Winonan learned Tuesday,
from a source who asked not to be
identified, that there is no recruiting being done in the football program at this time, even though
Hosier's contract is still effective.
The source also said Athletic
Director Steve Juaire told Hosier
he could not recruit. When asked
whether he told Hosier he could
not recruit, Juaire responded affirmatively and said, " It is not pmdent to send coaches out to recruit
when athletic issues of contract renewal are not yet resolved."
When asked about the recruiting issues, Vice President of University Relations and Development
Gary Evans said there is no reason
why Hosier should not be recruiting.
According to National Colle-

giate Athletic Association rules, football programs cannot begin recruiting
until Dec. 1. Juaire said the prime recruiting time is up to Christmas break.
When contacted by The Winonan,
Hosier declined to comment about any
of the issues.
If a contract were to be offered to
Hosier, it would be a four-year renewal, according to Evans.
"A two-year contract can be used
only once in a coach's career," Evans
said, "A two-year contract is generally
used where additional improvement
is desired. Generally speaking, contracts are for four years."
The criteria used to evaluate a faculty member's performance, on which
contract renewals are determined, include demonstrated ability to teach
effectively or perform effectively in
other current assignments; scholarly
or creative achievement or rese,-,:rch;
evidence of continuing preparation
and study; contribution to student
growth and development; and service
to the university and community.
All faculty contracts, including
Hosier's, abide by the agreement between the Minnesota State University
Board and Inter Faculty Organization.
The agreement theoretically became
ineffective on June 30, 1995. Negotiations currently are underway for a new
agreement.
"A decision (about Hosier's contract) has not been made," Evans said.
The Winonan staff could not learn
from university officials when any action regarding Hosier's contract is expected, but Evans and Juaire indicated
that some action had to be taken by
March 1, 1996.

See Hosier, page 3

■ Take a look inside

Joshua Smith/Photo Editor

WSU Warrior Angela Bohringer drives to the basket against Mt. Mercy College last Saturday
in McCown Gym. For more sports information see pages 10-11..Despite the treacherous
weather the women's basketball game was played. The men's gamewas canceled because
the opponent had to travel from Illinois.

The issue of code
bluephones has been
contested for three
years at WSU. Who
pays for them?
There's a good
chance you do, out of
your pocket!
Is security taking
your cash?

See Page 4

Sen. Morse visits WSU,
speaks on community

In my day

It is the state's responsibility to
groups that individuals can give to
provide basic, uniform educaton to all
their community.
Co-News Editor
"Too often in our rush to be suc- institutions across the state," said
cessful, we've forgotten that it's only Morse.
Morse said society must redouble
urning community values through the help of others that we've
its commitment to young people beinto action and individuals giving become successful," he said.
Although Morse believes involve- cause it's the young people who in the
their time and talent to the community is what State Sen. Steve ment is the key to achieving a com- future is going to have the responsiMorse (D-Dakota) envisions as mon good, he also feels communities bility for a civic culture and a civil
good citizenship in a democratic don't have the level of involvement sociey.
"1t is our responsibility to be
they should have to make good decisociety.
sparks," he told the
Morse, a
students. "We must
state senator
share our qualities
for nine years,
"It is our responsibility to be
with the community
was the first in
group in order to iga series of six
sparks. We must share our qualinite other people. We
citizens giving
ties with the community group
need to get involved
presentations
to make the commuin the Residennity a better place
tial College Tand to create a cornNT Speaker
-Steve Morse
mon bond," he said.
Series at
The Thursday
Lourdes Hall.
Night Speaker Series
Morse's apis funded in part through a grant from
pearance began the Thursday sions.
Effective citizenship is becoming the National Endowment for the Hunight topics, which revolve
manities as part of the "National Conaround community. Speakers also more and more difficult, he said.
are scheduled each Tuesday night
Another part of Morse's formula versation on American Pluralism and
for effective citizenship is common Identity."
through Jan. 30.
The remainder of the Thursday
Morse told students that corn- education. Everyone in the commumunity values and common edu- nity benefits from an education indi- night speakers include: Dec. 14, Ruth
Bures and Lisa Marcolini; Jan. 4, "Valcation form the bedrock for effec- vidual, he said.
And communities sacrifice to pro- ues in an Impermanent World," about
tive citizenship.
Community values, Morse vide their youth a basic education. life transitions; Jan. 11, Hamline Law
said, include participation by in- The community provides opportuni- School faculty member Kent Ecklund;
dividuals within the society. Com- ties and resources for students to be Jan. 18, a presentation on communimunity groups are the manifesta- successful. Success, in part, is based ties in Mexico; and Robert Kierlin distion of community values, he said, on the community's willingness to be cusses his book, "A Unified Theory of
Life," on Jan. 25.
and it's through community involved, said Morse.

By JORDAN CORKERY

T

in order to ignite other people."

Todd Gontarek/Starff Photographer

Braving the cold weather last Friday, Mike "Buzzard" Levine demonstrates to students how to
make a paddle for a boat. Through demonstrations Ilke this the students are able to learn more
about "the old days."
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What's Going On?
T'ai Chi
Instuctor Baheih Wilkinson will be
instucting classes in Tai Chi ,the ancient Chinese art of excercise used to
harmonize the mind, body and soul.
The class will meet every Monday from
6:30 to 8:30pm in the East Cafeteria in
Krysko Commons. The cost of the
class is $50.00. For more information
contact: Continuing Education,
Somsen 109, or call 457-5080.

HIV/AIDS
Support Group
Every other Thursday until March
21, 1995 there wil be a support group
for people who are directly affected by
AIDS or HIV . The next meeting will
be held on Thursday December
14,1995. For information and directions call, 457-6400.

Card Sale
The Art Club will be holding a card
sale today from 11:00am till 3:00pm in
Lower Kryzsko commons.

Sign Language Santa Picture
Club
The American Sign Language Club
will be meeting on Dec. 14, 1995 at
4:00pm in dining room E of Kryzsko
Commons. There wil be elections for
the vice-presidency and a Holiday dinner will follow.

Giving Tree
The Kappa Delta Phi are having a
giving tree this year for needy children. This is an opportunity to give a
needy child a toy to brighten up their
holiday. For further information on
this, go to the Education Office in
Gildemeister.

Come have your picture taken with
Santa Claus today in the Smaug. The
Ambassadors are sponsoring this event
for anyone interested. The cost to have
your picture taken is $3.00 per Polaroid.

Christmas
Sale
The WSU Bookstore will be having
a Christmas sale through December
22, 1995. The bookstore will have 20%
off of all clothing, hats, and backpacks.
They also have 10% off all WSU gift
ware.

Internet Course
" The Santa
Clause " movie
The movie The Santa Clause, starring Tim Allen, will be showing in
Somsen Auditorium on Thursday, Dec.
14, 1995 at 7:00pm and 9:00pm. There
is no charge with a student ID.

The short course "Survey of Educational Uses of the Internet" is being
offered as a short course for winter
quarter. The course will be held
Wednesdays from 6:00 to 9:00pm . The
course begins on Jan. 10, 1996 and ends
on Feb. 21, 1995, You can register in
Somsen 109.

Volunteer
If you would like to meet new
people, explore areas of interest, do
something worth while and get out
into the community, then becoming a
volunteer would be perfect for you. If
you think you're interested, contact
Lisa at The Community Service Corner,122 Kryzsko Commons or call 4575417.

Pi Lambda Phi
Escort Auction
Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity will host
an Escort Auction tonight at 7:30p.m.
in Somsen Auditorium. Members of
the fraternity will auction themselves
off to bidders to do anything from
house cleaning to a night on the town.

What's Up?

The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper established
in 1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona
State University. The Winonan generates 66 percent of its budget through
advertising sales. The remaining 36 percent is provided through student activity
fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the
business manager. Address all correspondence: The Willman, Winona State
University, Kryzako Commons, Winona 66987, ph. (607) 467-5620.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for
both individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and
may not be reproduced without permission.
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Mailroom
changes
address
By STEVE McFARLAND
News Reporter
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fforts to move the mail and supply office in Somsen Hall to the power
plant building will be under way as of
Dec. 28, says Supervisor Roy Wilsey.
The central office of
MnSCU(Mi nnesota State Colleges and
Universities) has asked that all schools
now receive all shipments through the
same point, including Winona State
University.
Presently, Winona State receives
shipments through two locations, the
mail and supply room and the power
plant building. Larger shipments go
through the power plant, and smaller
order packages such as paychecks
come through Somsen.
The decision was made to move to
use the powere plant receiving room
was chosen so large equipment would
not have to be moved from Somsen to
the power plant.
After Winter Break, students picking up paychecks will have to go to the
maintenence building.
Besides this inconvenience, the new
system should workout easier. Wilsey
said he is not sure whether this action
will produce a net profit or loss. He
said other schools that have already
consolidated their receiving areas, such
as St. Cloud, have not experienced a
noticeable change in profit.
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SPRING BREAK "96" IN MEXICO

ertifent

FROM $379 INCLUDES AIR, HOTEL AND TRANSFERS

PARTY PACKAGES AVAILABLE, DISCOUNTS, BEACH EVENTS AND CO-ED GAMES
OVER 15 HOTELS AND CONDOMINIUMS TO CHOOSE FROM
CONFIRMED FUGHT TIMES OUT OF MINNEAPOUS/ST.PAUL HHH TERMINAL

Neeorifig FROM $369 INCLUDES AIR, HOTEL AND TRANSFERS
OVER 12 DIFFERENT HOTELS AND CONDOMINIUMS TO CHOOSE FROM
CONFIRMED FUGHT TIMES OUT OF MINNEAPOUS/ST. PAUL HHH TERMINAL
PRICES ARE EASED ON OUAD OCCUPANCY. PRICES 00 NOT INCLUDE DEPARTURE TAXES OF $34.45

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

cutting federal student aid pro-

cutting student aid is short-sighted

grams. And they'll succeed -

and wrong. Tell Congress you

unless we stop them. Together.

think this issue is serious.

IPV TRAVEL 1-800-233-1815 OR SUNBREAKS 1-800-446-8355

First, the facts. Did you
know the federal government

TRAIN FOR HIGH-TECH JOB
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ARMY.
A high school diploma can only take you so far in the working
world. High-tech training in the Army can help take you a lot further.
Today's Army is on the leading edge of high-tech career opportunities in the most sophisticated technologies. Here are just a few
examples of over 50 high-tech specialties offered:
• Communications Electronics • Automatic Data Communications
• Digital Communications • Tactical Satellite Microwave Systems
• Avionics • Computers
So, if you want more than a high school diploma, find out about
the high-tech opportunities available in the Army. See your local
Army Recruiter today.

•UPS & Federai Express arthanzed shipping
•Co ate Packaging &rite
.C,cfry and Fax Service
•Laminating • GiftVitaiving
A/1-F 9-5:30 SAT 9-12

452-1664

Call 1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BL

Tell Congress you think

Congress is thinking about

Tell Congress you care

provides 75 percent of all finan-

about your future and the future

cial aid for college? Last school

of this country. Dial the number

year that was $31 billion. It

below and we'll connect you to

helped six million students. For

your Congressional office. Or, if

many,

you like, you can authorize us to

this financial aid made

the difference between going
and not going to college.
Now, budget cutters are

taking billions from student aid.
Student loans, for example, will

send a fax.
Be heard. Help save student
aid for yourself. For all of us. Call
today. Stop the raid on student
aid. Because college is the best
investment in America's future.

be cut by $10 billion.
Why? They say it's to reduce
the deficit. But student aid pays
for itself in the long run. Education always does.

CALL 1 -800-574-4AID
ALLIANCE TO SAVE STUDENT AID

Pandrelon Bldg. • 4frt & Jolmnon. • WInonn. P.

A critical look
at higher education
and how
we measure up.

Coming
Wadnseday r December 13
qlternative music in
Fitzgerald'5! Featuring
Live music I3y Road Trip !

January 9th,
Fitzgerald's Welcomes
Back the Johnny Holm
Band!
Rock With Retro Every Wednesday At Fitzgerald's!
A recently released report of the Wingspread
Group on Higher Education has taken a hard
look at America's higher education system.
It's provoked serious, growing debate.

For educators, students and the country as a
whole, the report offers an opportunity to take a
deep breath and look at what we need — and what
we want — from higher education.

we want our children and grandchildren to have?
And what kind of society do we want them to live in?
The report ends with a 42-question checklist that
campuses can use to assess themselves.

How would we grade ourselves? What steps can
we take to improve a climate of civility on our
campus? What can we do to put student learning
first on our campus? How can we create in all of us
a capacity for lifetime learning?

The report doesn't pretend to have all the answers.

But it asks the questions. Beginning with what
kind of people do we want to be? What values do

up to all of us to try to answer these questions.
After all, it's not just our futures in the balance —
it's the nation's future.

Line Dancing Starts
Tuesday, January 2nd.
Win Spring Break Trips Starting
Wednesday, January 3rd.

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Come Celebrate The New Year With U:!!!
Sunday, December 31st
ALL YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK! 6:00 - 12:00.
Buffet Dinner Includes: Baked Ham, Prime Rib,
Au Gratin Potatoes, Fresh Vegetables, Salad:,
and Assorted Desserts1
Call For Price And Reservations 452-2328

102 Johnson St. Downtown Winona. 452-2328
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Is it our cash?

Purchase of new code blue phone
with student money sends message

Winona State University students or their parents pay for
tuition, books,fees, room, board, etc. It is understood that we
pay these fees for the exchange of an education, which the
university is supposed to provide. In addition to this, the
university is also supposed to provide a safe learning environment for its students.
Now, here's the story: The university and student senate feel
that there is a need for another Code Blue phone near Stark and
Watkins. Undoubtedly another way to ensure a safer campus
for Winona State students. Great!
What you don't know is the university can't pay for this Code
Blue phone. Because the need for it came up after the budget was
drawn tjp, the university has no money set aside to pay for it.
The $3,500 it will cost to install the device is coming out of
students pockets via the Student Activity Fund Reserve. Students are more or less paying for their own safety.
WSU advertises itself as one of the best and most advanced
campuses when it comes to safety. Mostpeople would assume
that theuniversity can afford this level of safety.
What would happen if we needed repairs on the lights, more
security guards, or better surveillance cameras? Would the
money to pay for these things come out of the Student Activity
Fee Reserve? Yes. And it has. How do you think we got most of
the new equipment and guards?
By taking money out of student activity fees, WSU is using
money from a reserve fund which isn't reimbursed. If this kind
of bad planning continues, the reserve could run dry, leaving
everyone without a leg to stand on.
We shouldn't have to provide for our own safety. What's the
next step, requiring students to buy their own cellular phones so
they can dial security when they're in trouble?
Solution: Plain and simple. The university needs to have its
own emergency fund set aside for last minute problems like
these.
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The Winona incorrectly stated in while this issue is being resolved."
last week's editorial entitled 'issue of
In fact, the international students
health" that because some interna- are covered even if some of the intertional students had not made their national students' health insurance
health insurance payments, 'The (in- payments are not made on time. We
ternational) students who paid have apologize for any confusion this may
been, and still are without coverage have caused.

AD/BUSINESS MANAGER

KYLE KERSHASKY
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Are you dreaming of that perfect vacation get
away?? Now for a limited time, you can have all
the rest and enjoyment that comes with being a
convicted felon! Come see our deluxe
accommodations. We offer private cells with your
own personal cable television set. Take advantage
of our fine recreational facilities. You can enjoy a
game of basketball, or work-out in our fitness and
weight-rooms. People looking for peace and
relaxation can study quietly in our extensive library
and computer labs. This quest for higher education
allows us the added bonus of offering, many fine
degree programs at no extra cost, What are you
waiting for!! You can have all this and much more
for the very low, low cost of FRED! That's right
said FREE!! Just commit a heinous felony, and you
can take full advantage of this entire package deal.
This is a deal of a life time. Don't wait CALL NOW
to find out more.

1-800-CRIME-PAYS

America's prisons shouldn't be
more comfortable than home

Correction,

SPORTS EDITOR

KEVIN BECHARD

State and Federal Penitentiary Resorts and Spas

Lap of Luxury
Prisons, like capital punishment, are an issue which has been
discussed for a number of years, but little progress has been
made in coming to some sort of solution.
Most of you are probably aware that one of the many problems with prisons nowdays is the fact that they are overcrowded, and the numbers are steadily increasing.
A recent study in St. Paul's Pioneer Press Dispatch showed
that the number of Americans behind bars has reached 1.1
million.
Unbelievable.
Sure, the number of crimes are increasing, but after doing
some research on prisons, it seems as if these "holding places"
are not all that bad.
By this, we mean that there are far too many luxuries in
p risons than there should be. For example, the Winona Police
De partment gives its inmates the privilege to spend two hours
in the recreation room each day, whether it's playing games,
watching television, or lifting weights. The inmates are also
allowed to spend a couple of hours in the police station's library
three days a week.
Actually, this does not sound like a hard life where people are
penalized for committing crimes.
According to Jerry Obieglo, a Detention Deputy at the Winona
Police Department, not alfprisons have the "luxuries of home."
A Sheriff in Arizona has decided to save the state some money
by making, adjustments to the prison system.
Instead-of giving the inmates comfortable cells with beds and
sinks and toilets m a heated building, he has fenced off a large
area in the desert and brought in Korean tents for the inmates,
with the message that this is -their home. For meals, theprisoners
receive baloney sandwiches two or three times a day, instead of
meals which consists of the four food groups, like what prisoners receive here in the Minnesota state prison system.
Also, the Sheriff has made it clear to the prisoners that if they
decide to escape by climbing the fence, they will be shot by men
who are not part of Arizona s law enforcement, but who instead
en ∎ Dy the opportunity to shoot escaping prisoners.
Now this is a tough life! Believe it or not, the number of
prisoners per year in this Arizona county has declined, because
who in the right mind would want to live in a tent and eat
baloney sandwiches seven days a week?
Not only has the number of inmates declined in the Arizona
county, but millions of state dollars have been saved.
In Mexico, if a person is arrested for any type of crime, the
criminal more or fess has to pay for their stay m the prison.
The cells consist of four concrete walls with a ceiling and
floor, and nothing else. If the inmate wants a blanket, then they
have to Fay for it. The same goes for any other so-called
"luxuries which prisoners may want.
In a way, prisoners in Minnesota's jails are also paying a small
portion of what it costs to stay in the cells. Some of the money
which is put into the use of the phones and vending machines
goes back to the police stations, so the prisoners are indeed
paying something for their living costs.
Also, in Mexico, it is rare for prisoners to get out of jail because
of good behavior, whereas in the Unites States, especially Minnesota, it is common for inmates to have their sentence reduced.
It appears that the present practices for incarceration and the
living conditions within prisons in the Unites States need to be
changed. We are not suggesting that the living conditions in
prison should be subhuman, bul that prison living .conditions
should be examined as a reason a large number of criminals are
spending more time in jail, and less time on the outside. The
amount of luxuries which are provided by the state, and taxpayer dollars, should be reduced to encourage criminals to
explore the same possibilities for luxurious living which exist on
the outside. Jail should be a place where prisoners do not want
to spend a lot of time.
If a pattern of an outside prison, like the one in Arizona, is
successfully implimented in other states, and the number of
crimes decrease, then overcrowding in prisons will no longer be
an issue, and states will be able to save large amounts of
taxpayer money.

EDITORS

JORDAN CORKERY
KAREN SIEBER
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Support U.S. troops Campus credit card
in NATO peace effort sales an annoyance
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to the columns concerning Bosnia that appeared in last weeks edition of the
Winonan.
I have a great deal of interest concerning the
deployment of troops to Bosnia. Especially since my
dad, a Colonel in the Army Reserves, will most likely
be leaving for Bosnia very soon. It disturbs me that
people are throwing out statements concerning this
issue without putting adequate thought into what
they are saying. I understand that everyone is entitled to their opinion, but please be correctly informed .
The first thing people need to understand is that
our troops are NOT being sent to Bosnia to fight a
war. PERIOD. They are there to maintain an agreement for peace established by the leaders of the
Balkan countries, an agreement that was negotiated
on our soil. President Clinton is NOT trying to sell us
a war. Understand?
Second, Clinton hopes to bring economic stability
to the Balkans. This is extremely important. The
countries that make up the former Soviet Union and
the Balkans are very fragile, both politically and
economically. These countries need partners to help
establish stability. This is necessary in the interest of
world trade. For all of you isolationists out there, I
have news for you. 43 percent of our trade comes
from Europe. Continued fighting in the Balkans
disrupts the economies of Europe, and thus affects
our economy as well. We cannot afford to ignore the
Balkan crisis when we are so much a part of a world
economy. If Europe suffers, we suffer. Understand?
People also seem to want to compare this situation with Vietnam. Read your history books people!
Our troops were sent to Vietnam to repel Communism. Our troops are being sent to Bosnia to enforce
a PEACE agreement, Remember, World War I was
started in Bosnia. If this thing continued to fester,
countries will start taking up sides and suddenly we
have World War III. 20,000 troops being sent in now
under a peace agreement is better than 500,000 troops
being sent in later to fight another world war. If you
want to make this into another Vietnam, then by all
means, keep bashing our troops and our leaders.
Also, the U.S. cannot just back out on NATO. We
are NATO. To back out would be like benching
Michael Jordan. Why? If you people didn't want
troops in Bosnia, then why didn't you holler when
the peace accords were being signed on OUR soil.
After we get them to agree to peace should we just
back out on them? After they asked us for our help?
The U.S. is part of a multi-national force and is
sending a proportionate amount of troops compared to our size. Just like every other country
involved.
Finally, have enough people died? Looking at the
faces of many women and children that have been
raped and murdered I see an innocent person of no
nationality. These people are just like you and I,
living life day by day with the same hopes and
dreams. These people are crying out for help. We
have the ability and the chance to end 43 months of
holocaust. That should be something that is celebrated, not shunned.
This issue has hit very close to home for me. In a
few weeks I have to say good-bye to my dad for a
year. There are many things that I would like to say
to him. First and foremost, I am proud of him and
will support him and I will support his mission of
peace.
Please support our troops.

It's time for the attacks to stop! It's getting to the
point where I won't walk in some areas of this

Michael Reshetar
Secondary Education Major

campus without an escort to protect me. And I am
sorry, but no amount of security cameras and security guards are going to make a bit of difference to
these animals that are lurking around every corner.
I've taken every precaution I can: I walk with a
strong male, I keep my head up, I walk briskly and
with a sense of purpose and power. I try to avoid
being where I know they might be. But, face it, there
are times when one must be in certain places at
certain times, and these predators know this. They
set themselves up, ready to ambush me when I am
caught unaware.
I am not talking about faceless strangers waiting

My husband and I have been married for a
while, and I have children, and I have been in the
"real world" for over a decade. I have managed to
"get by" just fine, thank you very much!
I wish the university would reconsider letting
these vultures do their thing on campus. Students,
especially traditional students, are really eager to
establish themselves as independent adults. And
the lure of "buy now-pay later" is truly hard to
resist. I know many students who are either in
serious credit card debt, or their parents have had
to bail them out. It's not an ideal situation for a
young person to enter the "real world". Credit is a
tricky, and dangerous thing. If you don't do it right,

everyone will find out about it, and you'll never live
it down.
I wonder what the parents of vulnerable freshmen are thinking when they get that tearful phone
call in the middle of the night from their daughter.
"Mom, Dad, I tried to tell him no, but he wouldn't
listen. I know you told me to never get involved
with these kinds of guys, but he was so persuasive.
in darkened hallways or streets, waiting for unsus- I got a credit card."

pecting victims to walk haplessly by. I am talking
about the attackers that look ordinary and lay in Susan Milner
wait right in the supposedly secure building on English major
campus. I am talking about the Credit Card Guys.
Yes, those ruthless predators who will stop at nothing to get from me what they want. Namely, my
personal info on their credit card application.
Oh, you can tell me that I need only walk past
Dear Editor,
them, or simply tell them "no", but I am here to
I would like to take this time to remind everyone
testify to you that this doesn't work. They won't
take "no" for an answer! They may understand that that as we become busy shopping and visiting with
no means no when it comes to sex, but they are friends and relatives, don't forget that someone is
still keeping tabs on whether or not you've been
still clueless about its meaning in day to day life.
I transferred here from another university this naughty or nice this year. Just because you grow up
fall, and I have never seen such a thing! I tried to be and get older doesn't mean that someone isn't
nice, when I first encountered them in September, keeping tabs on you. If you are one of the select few
but that only encouraged them! One day, when I who have been bad, that lump of coal could be on
was walking to the Smaug, and was the only person its way...
around, a Credit Card Guy tried to persuade me to Mr. S. Claus
sign up, "just to get a T-shirt". I politely declined, North Pole
and started to pass him.
"Oh, come on, do it for me," he said, smiling ever We invite our readers to share their opinso sweetly.
He then began to follow me and pressure me in ions in these columns. All letters must be
received by the Friday preceding our
a manner such as I haven't seen since the 10 grade,
when Bobby tried to get me in the backseat of his Wednesday publication days. Please send
parent's station wagon.
I turned to him, and informed him I didn't your letters to The Winonan, Kryzsko Combelieve in credit cards, and that if I didn't have the mons, Winona, MN 55987. All letters must
money for something, then I probably didn't need
be signed and include a telephone number
it.
"Honey, you've gotta have a credit card to get by in order to be published. All letters are
subject to editing when space is limited.
in the real world," he said, seductively.

A letter from you
know who...
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This IS 01VI.17 A TEST...
Do you remember what Christmas is all about?
ell
we
fireplace? Yes, of course. Those are good memories. MemoWare,athereChristries of when you bought presents for other people out of

mas time again.
By
Are you ready?
DAVE
Ready for the onADAMS
slaught of ChristManaging Editor
mas advertising,
the over abundance of Santa's at
every mall and
grocery store, and the endless showings of It 's a Wonderful Life and all the spin-off movies which have attempted
to follow in its footsteps?
Of course you're ready, you're a seasoned veteran at
Christmas. I can tell. You have that "Get the hell out of my
way!" attitude necessary for survival in parking ramps
and shopping malls during what one song calls "the most
wonderful time of the year."
But, did you ever wonder if there was something else?
Something that was going unfulfilled at Christmas time?
Did you ever get an empty feeling like no matter how
many gifts you gave, there's still something missing that
isn't being shared? I have. This is what I found.
After years of exploration and research, I have concluded that Christmas has become a time to make amends
through material goods, and a time to continue tradition
even if the level of insincerity is almost painful.
Don't go folding up the paper yet, I'm just warming
up.
Let me put it to you like this: Two years ago, I called
my dad and asked him what everyone in my family
wanted for Christmas. He gave me an extensive list of
expensive and not-so expensive gifts, and wished me
luck. Well, I was stuck in Winona until about December
23, so I couldn't go shopping at the places where I could
find all the items my dad had mentioned. Instead, I did
something novel and completely out of the ordinary for
me. I went out to all the little shops and businesses in
town and picked up things I knew my family would like
that they hadn't asked for. To this day, I believe they had
more appreciation for the gifts I gave them which they
needed but didn't know they needed.
These were presents I gave to make my family happy
and to let them know I was thinking of them, not just
presents to appease them so they didn't feel cheated or
left out.
You see, most people cringe at this sort of thought. The
fear of family members rejecting gifts is probably one of
the most understudied fears within the human psychological makeup. This is truly tragic.
Family is the one thing everyone can count on, whether
it's adopted or biological. It shouldn't matter what you
buy, it should matter that you're there and willing to give
of yourself to your family..Yet, the fear of rejection
remains the number one motivational factor during the
Christmas season.
The number two motivational factor is greed and guilt
combined. If you're like most people, you want cool gifts.
And, if you're like most people, you want to get cool gifts
for others so you don't look cheap or chintzy.
What do you remember about Christmas during your
childhood? Unwrapping He-Man dolls, Transformer robots, or electric race car tracks by Tyco? Or maybe discovering Barbie and her Corvette parked in front of the

obligation, and for the sole purpose of getting gifts in
return.
Sadly, if you think about it, most of us still think this way.
We have not been able to outgrow our childish greed for the
coolest stuff we can get for free. We have gone astray.
I don't mean to sound preachy, that's for sure. I am not
a religious person. Even though most of my beliefs are
rooted in Judeo-Christian beliefs, my point has nothing to
do with religion, it has to do with loosing sight of what
Christmas is really supposed to be all about.
Push aside the baby Jesus, push aside the shopping
malls, discounted merchandise, and the son of a bitch who
just took your parking space, and think about why you give
gifts to people at all. To make them feel good.
If I died the day after Christmas, I would rather know
that all the gifts I ever got were given to me because my
family wanted me to feel good, not because of some stupid
religion-based obligation. And I certainly wouldn't want to
be known for giving gifts which meant nothing to the
people I was giving them to.
You know what I think, I think to each gift, given to each
person in the world, there should be a little note attached
which should be read before the present is opened. No
matter what the real contents under the decorative paper
are, it should say; 'This is a lump of coal. I worked hard to
get it for you because I thought you would like it. Do you
still love me?"
This is my point. Christmas isn't about money-grubbing
and getting the best gift, it's about remembering people
important to you and thinking of them often.
I know there are several people I will never forget,
especially around Christmastime. Family members like my
grandma and my two grandpas who died before I could
really tell them how much I loved them, my grandma who's
still alive and kickin', my parents, my brother, my sister, my
aunt, uncle, and multiple cousins.
Then there's my friends. Shayde Rudenick, who wasn't
just my friend, but also my brother. He died last year. He
was one of the most caring, giving, unselfish people I have
ever met. I can't help but wonder.why God punishes people
like him and leaves the rest of us scumbags here to weasel
our way through life. I miss ya Shayde.
After Shayde comes a friend and brother of mine who
was recently diagnosed with Cancer. I'll call him Alexander.
I may not be religious, but I pray to some god, somewhere,
that he comes out of this okay.
And last, but certainly not least, a special woman who I
waited over four years to date. I can't describe the way I feel
about her, and I know she doesn't want me to do this, but I'm
going to anyway.
Knowing that I'm going to spend the holiday's with her
makes this Christmas more special than just about any
other Christmas before. There is no price tag on my emotions, and there is no wrapping paper that fits this kind of
Christmas gift.
Thanks for everything ATG.
Let's not forget what the holiday's are about; remembering how much you love, hOw much you are loved, how no
amount of money in the world can bring back those you
have lost, and how religion, or lack thereof, is second to the

importance of family and friends during the holidays.
• Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays!

Patients overreact to Disclosure shows
physicians with AIDS respect for patients
IT here has been
I a lot of controversy and debate
By
over the past fifteen
years as to whether
KRISTIN
or not doctors and
PHILLIPSON
dentists should rePolitical Columnist
veal to their patients if they have
AIDS.
In the earlier
years in which AIDS was first being detected, I could
understand what the big debate might be. People did not
know much about it and did not even know how it could
be transmitted. With all of the information that the public
has available today, and a greater awareness of AIDS, I
can't see what the hassle is about.
Let's say that your dentist contracts the AIDS virus.
More than likely, he will wear gloves and all the other
protective gear in order to protect himself and his patient.
The problem here is people act as if a dentist or doctor is
purposely going to cut himself up, not wear gloves, and
then try to infect their patient. I beleive this is all out of line.
For one, if a dentist did have AIDS and continued
practicing, he would do so for the love of his job. It would
have nothing to do with being sneaky and trying to infect
as many patients as he can. Especially since he is in the
medical field. This would be the last place that would allow
such a thing.
People are becoming too suspicious of each other. If we
were to go along that line of thought, why are people all of
a sudden just concerned with AIDS? There are many other
things I would not like to think about that could occur. Such
as, what if a dentist did not wash his hands before he was
to put his fingers in your mouth? What if the instruments
being used either on you had also been used on the person
before you? What if a doctor had a cold and gave it to you?
There are a lot of other posed questions that occur as we
think about everything that could happen at the doctor or
dentist's office. Why just confine it to AIDS? Who has the
right to say whether or not AIDS is the only important
disease out there?
There are hundreds of things that may occur that we
may not even think about. Also, many doctors and dentists
would unfairly lose patients if they had AIDS. Practically
anything is available on public record. If people were so
concerned with what was going on, they should go look it
up themselves.
If I had AIDS, I can only imagine the anger I would have
of having to tell every single person I ever came in contact
with that I had this disease. There is just no need for it. I

think people might think about this differently if they had
the tables turned around on them. What would the purpose be?

ello, my name
is Dr. Phillip
Mc Douglas. I have

H

been a practicing

By

physician for the
OSI1
last twenty years,
OR
and recently conPolitical
Columnist
traded H.I.V. I do
not think it is fair
that I should have
to inform every patient that walks through my door of this disease. First, it
is not their right to know, and second, this could quite
possibly hurt my clientele. There is no way I could transmit the disease to my patients, and therefor there is no
need for them to know.
Hello, my name is Dr. Morris Johnson. I have been a
practicing dentist for the last thirty-five years. Eight years
ago I contracted the AIDS virus, and I have not informed
any of my patients. I feel my patients are in no inherent
danger, and none of my patients have contracted H.I.V.
from me. Therefor, I have no intention of informing my
patients of my illness; what they don't know can't hurt
them.
Hello, my name is Josh Wilcox and I write a political
opinion column for The Winonan. I'm twenty years old,
and would like to continue living for a long time. I feel that
I am an open-minded individual, and I don't like the idea
of digging on a specific segment of any societal group.
However, I do disagree with the fictitious situations presented above.
In a society where AIDS phobia still exists, I do not
intend to spread more fear. I do not have any statistics to
prove or disprove myself, I just have an opinion. I think it
is the moral responsibility of all doctors, dentists, etc. to
inform their patients if they have the AIDS virus. With the
number of malpractice suits filed annually, and the amount
of money awarded in each case, I don't think a doctor of
any type would want to face a lawsuit for infecting
patients.
Again, I want to stress the fact that I do not know of any
cases in which this has occurred. But I do see a potential
risk. What if you're laying on the operating table, and the
surgeon is about to make his first incision. The nurse with
the heated blankets is walking into the room, and unexpectedly slips on a banana peel, carelessly placed on the
floor by the anesthesiologist. The surgeon, bumped by the
careening nurse, accidentally cuts his finger as he makes
the opening incision, his infected blood enters the incision, and...
The decision to inform patients ultimately rests with
the doctors and dentists. Morals, and maybe insurance
companies, should be the key players in making these
decisions, not the government.

JEDNYAK
Photos by JACKIE
Staff Photographer
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THIS WEE S QUESTION:

What do you want for
Christmas this year?
What do I want for Christmas?
Parking, tips, and no more tacos!
To give and not to redeye, that is the true spirit of Christmas. Unfortunately this week's question is not what would like to give but what I would
like to redeye, so don't be offended by my selfishness.
There are many things I would like for Christmas, some are simple and
some are complex, but I'm sure everyone can relate to most of my Christrnas requests. The first thing I would
By MAGGIE McCALLUM
like for Christmas is for my financial
Forum Columnist
aid to come in on time for once, just
once. I get so excited for that daed
day only to be dissapointed, and flat broke. I would just like to pay off my
debts on time. I mean, how many landlords, phone companies, electric
companies, and credit card companies really understand that you don't have
any money to pay your bills because your financial aid didn't come in but
that when it does come in if it does at all, the bills will get paid.
Speaking of the life of a renter, for Christmas I would like the heat in my
apartment to work. This would make my holidays warm and merry,
Another Christmas wish is to abolish alternate side parking in Winona.
This has become the ultimate pain in my butt and probably the pain in many
other students' butts. You don't want to drink and drive, but remember, after
time you need to move your car to the correct side of the street or yoU'
get one of those nice little yellow envelopes on your windshield. Or even
worse, your car could get towed by that greedy towing company who seems
to have the monopoly on towing students' vehicles.
And speaking of parking, I want Winona State University to give everyone free parking on campus, then we can all fight for parking spaces, just like
in the real world, and it would make life much more exciting, not to mention
cheaper.
Those are my wants for Christmas, feasible or not. Maybe someday my
Christmas wishes will come true, but Murphy's law says that the odds are
about four billion to one.
I almost forgot! I have another list of things that I want that I will probably
never get, but what the heck! I may as well ask Santa Claus anyway.
I would like to ask my editor at the Winonan to please, please, never again
make me write about whether or not I like soft shell or hard shelled taco's.
I would like to ask Oprah Winfrey to come to Winona and shoot a show
on college life. Really, her show is great! And she does shows on everything,
so why not a show about the life of a college student starring me, of course.
I would like it if people learned how to tip and when to tip. This really
doesn't apply to college students because generally, students are great
tippers, But for all the rest of the people who plan on eating, drinking, and
being merry, please get into the spirit and splurge on your bartender or
waitress.
My final Christmas wish is that everyone has a happy holiday season, and
that all your wishes come true in 1996.

Time spent with my son Joshua.
Kyle Peterson
senior
nursing major

I want a new truck. I just want to
have fun.
Steve Thornton
senior
broadcast journalism major

A new hat, my head gets cold.

A trip someplace warm.

Mike Gravink
sophomore
criminal justice major

Nicole Zastrow
junior, business office
administration systems

I want a new computer and a
black Jeep Cherokee.

I want the Gone With the Wind
movie and anything from Bath
and Body Works.

I want a computer so I don't have
to drive to campus to use the
computers.

Sara Roe's
sophomore
advertising major

Amy Jo Hahn
senior
journalism major

Tricia Jensen
junior
social work major

I'm from a religion that doesn't
practice Christmas, but I see
what is going on here and miss
my family back home.
Sabbir Ahmad
junior
journalism major
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Nothing modern allowed

Students gather around to hear about the life of the mountain men.

Mike "Buzzard" Levine works on perfecting the paddle that he started earlier that day.

A member of Rendezvous demonstrates the loud crack of the bullwhip.

Rendevous exhibit
shows how men
used to live.
By BEN SMITH

Clay. "There is usually nothing of
modern age around the camp site, but
Variety Reporter
if there is, it will be covered up with a
deerskin blanket."
n Dec. 7 and 8 students of all
Most Rendezvous trappers do not
ages were given demonstrations on participate full time, but manage to
using tomahawks knives, whip guns, travel from state to state for part of the
starting fires, and lying.
year. Participants usually pay for a
"That guy with the bullwhip was campsite during a Rendezvous and
psycho," said Luke Biesance, a twenty sometimes get paid by the sponsors
year old Winona State student. according to the size of their site and
Biesance was very intrigued and the price of admission.
amazed by the skill of these mockParticipants also make money by
1600-1800's style trappers and moun- selling their crafts and food, made
tain men.
during the exhibition. They usually
Rendezvous is a living history ex- make just enough to by food and suphibition where participants display the plies for the next rendezvous.
various lifestyles of mountain men and
The primary goal of bringing Rentrappers who lived two and three hun- dezvous to Winona was to demondred years ago. This includes wearing strate and educate people as to how
the clothes, using the tools, and living life was for these pioneers.
in the conditions that are accustomed
"These Rendezvous were very ofto the time period.
ten the only chance a mountaineer Vistors of Rendevous had the opportunity to watch a tomahawk being thrown.
"Many participants in Rendezvous could socialize with anyone," said
consider it a serious hobby such as nineteen year old Josh Jurasic. " It was
restoring antique cars," explained. Dr. great watching the improvisation durRobert Clay, who's Human Relations ing the liars competition."
class along with the Department of
Dec. 8 and 9 Rendezvous was open
Education sponsored Rendezvous. Dr. to the public, but unfortunately the
Clay went on to explain that these part weather forced most Winonans to stay
time mountaineers put forth a great inside. This, however, was not the
amount of effort to simulate this case for the mountain men. Using
lifestyle as accurately as possible.
their sixteenth and seventeenth cen'They research the proper tools, tury know—how, they were able to
housing, and clothing down to the last stay warm for four days and three
hand-stitched deerskin boot. There is nights in temperatures that ranged
an amount of pride involved," said from twenty to fifty below zero.
•

O

photos by Jackie Jedynak and Todd Gontarek
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Bright gi
ideas

Frozen
land of
lakes

By PAUL ALLEN and
MEGAN RYAN
Variety Reporter

By DEAN KORDER

4: •

A

Columnist

s if everyone didn't already
know, Christmas will be here in just 12
shopping days. As you pull one or
more link off the "coundown to Christmas chain," you are reminded of your
checkbook balance and how you'll pull
off another miraculous last minute
Christmas shopping spree.
Well, for all you poor college students who truly mean well and know
that it's "the thought that counts", here
is the ultimate Christmas gift idea list:
If your shopping budget isn't to
tight this year, then go with the ever
popular "chia pet" or "chia head" for
that plant lover with a really disturbing sense of humor. They run about
$19 at most retail stores like Kmart.
Also at Kmart, for $7 or $8, whether
they be sports related or sexually provocative, posters can be great idea.
And now about that friend or relative that's always complaining about
how cold it is. Well, warm them up
with a holiday four pack of their favorite liquor minatures which run under
$7.
In addition, it may sound crazy, but
a socks can make a great, inexpensive
gift. Everybody wears them and everybody needs them, so why not, plus
they are a great buy at $3 or $4 for a half
dozen pairs.
Winter Headbands and boxed
glove/headband sets to keep your
loved one's warm are 30% off at
ShopKo.
Try Maurice's at the Winona Mall
for full winter protection at almost half
the price. Sweaters are 40% off, Columbia Coats are 30-50% off, find 50%
off lambskin coats as well as 20-30%
off sweatshirts and 50% off clearance
rack items.
Tanning gift certificates for the
pasty-white person in your life; from
walk on Third Tanning, The Electric Beach on Huff (upstairs of Campus Books), Ultra Body Tan in the
Winona Mall, Parlor and Den on Third
Keep the holidays burning bright
with scented candles. You can pay
anywhere from $.25 fora votive cand be
at Kmart to $18 for a big jarred scented
candle at ShopKo.

T

rain ride to northern Minnesota in blizzard conditions and fifty
below wind chill factors. Switches,
frozen and unmoving, needing to be
shoveled out and manually manipulated to point in the direction of destiny.
Destiny, the cliché of those frozen
into the same configuration as the
switches, is stayed by delay upon delay. Amtrak attempts to carry me
nearer destiny's arms of hope, but cold
are the icy arms of winter as they wrap
around the rail car and remind us that
we are only human.
At intermittent times, we move. We
chug along: swaying to the time of
some unwritten beat. Smooth tracks
give way to bridges and creaking. And
then, creaking gives way to smooth as
we move along the rails. Once, out of
the darkness, an eighteen wheeler appears, lit like a Christmas tree, directly
beside the train. It stays with us until
the road goes up as the tracks go down.
For a moment the semi seems to loom
above the train like some angelic vision on strings in a grade school Christmas pageant and then, as quickly as it
appeared, it disappeared into the white
of the night.
I read from a book about the three
musketeers and get lost in a swarm of
intrigue and death as King Charles I is
executed. A drip of blood anoints
Aramis as the train makes another
unscheduled stop. I read of chivalry
and brotherhood as the train once again
begins to make its way north.
A trip to the snack car brings momentary refreshment and as I wander
back to my car on rails a blast of smoke
and music from the lounge car reminds
me that no matter how much things
change; they stay the same. I stop for
bit to sit and bask in the comfort of
humanity and stale beer. As my eyes
adjust to the dim light, I survey the
situation.
The woman in the Viking's Starter
jacket and baseball cap, with the purple
sweatshirt and pants to match, is drunk
and talking louder than necessary. Her
cackle penetrates the nerves at the base
of my skull and I shudder as she slurs
her ever loving devotion to her boys in
purple. Her cap, full of buttons and
pins declaring her allegiance, rests on
the top of her wire rimmed glasses and
bounces as she talks with a mouth
larger than a big mouth bass and lips
full of lipstick smeared on like Robert
Smiths'. She reeks of liquor and I can't
help overhearing the details of her divorce as she shouts them out like an
open ticket for any available man to
ride. She shouts, in her decree, a open
invitation to the end of loneliness and
a couple of minutes of sexual release.
She has no takers as she moves from
group to group looking for a little affection in the days before winter is
officially declared.
I move far away from this cheer
leading drunk and sit down to look
out the large glass window a la emergency exit. The trees are shrouded in
ice and glisten with an eerie light from
the partial moon hidden behind tie
wintering clouds of snow.
A couple of chairs down a woman

Gifts for
everyone
that fit a
college
student's
budget

Holiday eating do's, don'ts for a calorie a counter
By SALLY A. MILLER
Variety Reporter

I

t'spartytime! Christmas parties for work, for school groups,
for friends, for family, etc. Party,
party, party! And that's just before
you go home; wait until you actually get home. For two straight
weeks, you'll be celebrating the
season with endless glasses of
Dad's knock-out egg nog, countless slices of Aunt Edna's actuallypretty-good fruitcake, dozens of
Mom's 50 varieties of "traditional"
cookies, pounds of Grandma's
death defying fudge, and then
there's the all-the-trimmings
Christmas dinner with the goose
with plum sauce.
Then there's New Year's Eve.
Usually, this holiday involves a
full spread buffet, and of course,
for many people, the alcohol.
These only represent a few of

the problems eating healthy that you'll
run into this season. But don't despair!
There are ways to avoid returning from
Christmas break unable to wear anything but stretch pants and sweats.
In the December "Health Notes"
handout, which is put out by WSU
Health Services, Brenda Koth, WSU
Nutritionist, offered some hints to
making healthy choices.
• Limiting your alcohol intake.
Alcohol slows the body's rate for converting fat to energy, so alcohol calories are stored as body fat. Alcohol
consumed with food also interferes
with the body's ability to absorb nutrients and vitamins.
• Drink non-alcoholic wines and
champagnes orfruit juices mixed with
clear sodas. Koth also recommends
trying fat-free flavored creamers for
your coffee.
In the November 1995 issue of Family Circle magazine, nutritionist Regina
Ragone has these ideas to help you

celebrate the season without gaining
extra weight:
• Eat a light lunch, and have a
piece of fruit or handful of fat-free
pretzels before you go to a party where
the food will be worth the splurge.
You'll be less hungry, but will still be
able to enjoy the foods without having
to cope with a ravenous appetite.
• Don't slack off on your exercise.
If your routine changes, then do some
brisk walking. One hour of brisk walking will burn approximately 170 calories, which is what a glass of wine
contains.
Here are some other tips for having
a healthier holiday season:
• Grab some fat-free pretzels or
popcorn instead of reaching for the
cookies and fudge when you get the
niunchies,
• Have a bowl of holiday fruits
handy: pomegranates, star fruits, etc.
When you have the urge to eat a sweet,
grab a fruit instead.

• Keep plenty of cold sparkling
waters in the fridge- white grape, cranberry, and apple are good holiday substitutes when a sparkling or festive
drink is in order.
• Reduce or eliminate the fat in
holiday baking. Try substituting
applesauce for butter or oil in some of
your nutbread recipes. This doesn't
work in cookies, but it does work in
most cakes, brownies and nutbreads,
and in many cases, the recipes become
virtually fat-free!
• Substitute fat-free sour creams,
cream cheeses, and other dairy products whenever possible. Instead of
topping potatoes with butter and sour
cream, try salsa and fat-free plain yogurt! It's spicy, yet has no fat or butter!
Also check out the new fat-free sweetened condensed milk for your candies!
• Drink hotspiced cider instead of
hot chocolate, after being out in the
cold. (Koth suggests using cinnamon

sticks, whole cloves or red hot cinnamon candies).
• Rather than piling up your
plate at Christmas dinner, take small
portions of a few things, then small
portions of a few more things. Drink
plenty of water and take your time
eating to help your food digest.
• Put salsa and fat-free tortilla
chips in your where you would normany put greasy chips and fatty dips.
• Offer to prepare some fat-free
dishes for your family get-togethers.
You'll please your family by being
willing to help with the cooking, and
maybe you'll start some new, fat-free
traditions for your family!
• Finally, give yourself permission to indulge! Hey, it's the holidays! Go ahead and enjoy your favorites - in moderation. If you drink,
have only a few, and alternate between alcoholic and non-alcohol. If
you want to have some of Grandma's
fudge, have it!

Senior dance recital portrays the rhythms of life
By SUNNI SCHULZ
Asst. Variety Editor

K

athryn Hauser and Naomi
Krell presented their senior dance recital on Dec. 9 in the Performing Arts
Center.
There were 8 pieces all choreographed by Hauser, Krell, Mary Flack
and Dance Professor Gretchen
Cohenour.
Both Hauser and Krell found inspiration for their pieces in different
places.
"I find inspiration anywhere," said
Hauser.
In the final piece entitled "FEVER,"
Krell was inspired by Joe Chvala, an

instructor at the University of Minnesota who was a guest artist at Winona
State in 1992.
"I was trying to understand the
rhythms of life, the connections," explained Krell. "This piece is very technic.al."
Percussionists Rich Casey, Paul
Matthees and Seth Poison from the
band Schwa added their live element
to the piece.
In the piece "sleeping in the forest,"
Krell used a form called "oral interpretation" where a poem by Mary Oliver
was read and accentuated with dance.
Krell, who is an English writing
major and dance minor explained how
her dance differs from her poetry.
"In poetry I tell about real things,

experiences. Dance for me is inner
passion. It tells me what to do. I have
a need, a vision and I execute it. It
depicts life."
Krell has had 16 years of dance/tap
and 4 years of modern dance.
Hauser is a music major with an
emphasis on the clarinet and a dance
minor. She also plays the saxophone
and the flute. In March she will have
her senior clarinet recital. She's been
doing tap and jazz since she was 5
years old.
"I learned so much about everything that's involved in putting on a
performance. Everyone was so cooperative and willing to help," said
Hauser. 'The lighting crew is incredibly talented, they gave us 100%. Ev-

erything we wanted to do, they could
do."
About 140 people attended the performance and according to Krell, there
was great feedback.
According to Krell, there weren't
any auditions for additional dancers
for the performance. Rather Krell and
Hauser invited them to perform with
them. The dancers were Mary Flack,
Avin Honecker, Jessie Jenson and
Kaarin Kjos.
The lighting crew was comprised
of Stephanie Schaefer and Tracy Van
Voorst. Overseeing the performance
was professor Gretchen Cohenour.
Krell is from Coon Rapids, Minn.
and Hauser is from Hales Corners,
Wisc.
Naomi Krell, left, and Kathryn Hauser performed Saturday night.
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Entertaining...yet educational
Blood Child and other stories, rich
with science fiction, autobiographies

BY MAUREEN
ASFELD
Literary Critic

A

ward winning author, Octavia
E. Butler, brings together her first collection of short stories in Blood Child

and Other Stories.
Butler has won both of science
fiction's most distinguished awards:
the Hugo Award, twice ,and the
Nebula Award. In 1995, Butler received the MacArthur "genius" grant.
Butler is also one of the only African American women who is writing
science fiction. She has received high
praise for her exploration of feminist
and racial themes.
In her book she describes herself as
a "pessimist if I'm not careful, a feminist always, a Black, a quiet egoist, a
former Baptist, and an oil-and-water
combination of ambition, laziness, insecurity, certainty, and drive."
The collection, Blood Child and Other
Stories, includes science fiction pieces,
a fiction piece, and two autobiographical pieces on what Butler terms "the
art, the craft, and the business of writing."
The title story, "Blood Child," is a
piece of science fiction that is bound to
warm you up this frigid winter season.

Or should I say you, as a human being,
would provide the warmth and incubator for the Tlic. This race of beings
uses the warmth that humans generate to keep warm. A human's flesh
and blood becomes the feeding ground
for the Tlic young, like growing maggots eating an animal's skin.
Humans, or Terrans, are restricted
in where they can go. In fact, they can't
leave the Preserve, a place of sanctuary for the endangered species—humans. In this "caged" existence the
humans drink special eggs, that provide them with a drunken feeling of
euphoria.
The story is not about slavery. According to Butler, "Blood Child" is a
love story between two very different
beings, a coming-of-age story, and it's
her "pregnant man story."
When "Blood Child" was first pub-

MOVIE REVIEW

lished in Isaac Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine, it received both the
Hugo and Nebula Awards.
"Speech Sounds" also won the
Hugo Award. It is the story of a woman
forcing herself to go on in a life that
appears unbearable.
"Near of Kin" is the collections only
non-science fiction piece. The story
describes a young woman who has to
find peace and closure with the death
of the mother who abandoned her.
Two other stories included in the
collection are "Crossover," a story
about survival, and 'The Evening and
the Morning and the Night," a medical
story about talent and illness.
The first essay, "Positive Obsession," briefly outlines Butler's life from
childhood to the near present and ends
with a philosophical discussion on science fiction.
The second essay, "Furor
Scribendi," gives the reader rules on
writing for publication. The overall
emphasis of the essay is persistence.
Each story and essay is followed by
a brief afterword that shows the
writer's thought processes for each
work and the things that went into
each one. Butler shows the reader
personal experiences, background
ideas, and her intended meaning for
the works.
Blood Child and Other Stories
shows Butler's immense talent and wit.
Her ideas are thoughtful and expansive. Her characters are interesting
and unique.
Octavia E. Butler has published ten
novels: Pattern master, Mind of My Mind,

Speaking of '80s, many a bands
from that decade have greatest hits
compilations out. The ones worth
checking out: Berlin, Blondie,
Depeche Mode (Catching Up With),

BY SCOTT
MUELLER

shops for this one; passionate acoustics and familiar references come
through on "Prairie Island Prayer" and
"Long Walk Home Tonight."

One Dove Morning Dove White.

Next to The Cure, this is the best "in
bed" music. Country meets techno
Music Critic
O.M.D., Pet Shop Boys, Sisters Of with deeply embedded melodies cried
Mercy, Talking Heads and Tears For out.
ABBA. ABBA Gold. Enough said.
Fears.
When In Rome When In Rome. This
Shakespear's Sister Hormonally
Yours. This album should be bought one-hit wonder from the 80's brought
just for its title. Funk-pop with wail- us "The Promise." Brass, keyboards
ing vocals by Sibohan Fahey and soul all wrapped up to produce an
hen it comes to holiday shop- (Bananarama) and Marcella Detroit album that lacks a single filler track.
ping at your local record shop, there (everywhere, most notably Eric
Soundtracks for Cool World, Viris much more to buy than The Beatles Clapton). Includes the hit singles tuosity and The Adventures Of
Anthology Vol. 1. Here's a list of gift "Stay" and "I Don't Care."
Priscilla Queen Of The Desert. Three
ideas from Scott's Room of Surround
Seal Seal (1994). What upsets me words. Dance, dance, dance.
Sound:
BiGod 20 "On The Run" CD-5.
most about Seal is that he was old
PM Dawn Of The Heart, Of The when his debut album came out. is next to impossible to find. If you see
Soul And Of The Cross: The Utopian Where was this guy when he was in it, wrap it up for me. The B-side is an
Experience. This debut album from his early twenties? Music could have electro-industrial cover of Madonna's
Survivor, Kindred, Wild Seed, Clay's Ark, the New Jersey duo shows how sam- used him. An album for headphones, "Like A Prayer" in the spirit of La ibach.
Dawn, Adulthood Rites, Imago, and Par- pling can make a song memorable. Seal's voice shatters limits that were Kicks ass.
Includes "Set Adrift On Memory last conquered by George Michael on
able of the Sower.
This list is hardly exhaustive. If you
Bliss." If your recipient seems too Listen Without Prejudice Vol. 1. In- went to the record shops with me, I'd
mature for Bone Thugs 'N Harmony, cludes "Prayer For The Dying" and point out many, many more. But I
buy him or her this album.
hope this helps ease your shopping
"Kiss From A Rose."
They Might Be Giants Flood. The
Mudpuppy Lotto Jesus. This La somewhat. From all of us in the music
ultimate road trip album. Includes Crosse artist has appeared at the Natu- industry, may your holidays-be joyful
"Birdhouse In Your Soul" and ral Habitat. Check the local record and full of music!
' "Istanbul (Not Constantinople)."
'Songs about prosthetic foreheads,
minimum wage and forces of the universe doing battle. Also, look for
TMBG's CD-5 titled, "Why Does The
Sun Shine? (The Sun Is A Mass Of
Incandescent Gas)." It's more fun
than Schoolhouse Rock.
Nine Inch Nails Pretty Hate Machine. This is the album overlooked
the audience from getting distracted. by alternateens with NIN bumper
That was an accomplishment in itself. stickers. It starts thrashing away with
But the movie was a pleasure to watch "Head Like A Hole" and finishes
synth-pop with "Ringfinger." This
for people of all ages.
album has notable noises, which were
abandoned in the follow-up EP.
See Toy Story, page 9
Erasure I Say I Say I Say. The
electro-pop duo knows how you talk
to an angel—by sounding like one.
Warm, ping-pong beeps take shape
Second Drawer
with layered vocals that sing of castles,
Computr animated cartoon
Rated G
waterfall s, bi rd s and moons. Includes
Director:John Lasseter
the hit "Always" and the anthem
Cast: Tim Allen
"Take Me Back."
Tom Hanks
The Living In Oblivion and New
Annie Potts
Wave Hits of the 180s collections.
Don Rickles
Ambassador Paul and I rely on these
every Friday morning for "Pop Goes
Rating system:
The '80s" on KQAL. Not only do you
Top Drawer._.--....Must See
Second Drawer.--Give it a chance
get rare and forgotten new wave
Third Drawer.--It could be worse
faves, but liner notes with interesting
Bottom Drawer..__Avoid at all cost
Circular File____: trash
tidbits about each featured artist also.

Erasure, Eurythmics, INXS, Cyndi
Lauper, New Order (Substance 1987),

W

Toys come alive to tell their story
Toy Story, tales of the heart, popularity battle
By ANGELA
PECKMAN
Movie Critic

I

n the spirit of this holiday season, Disney has done what every kid
everywhere would love to do with
their toys: made them come alive! In
thick computer animated cartoon, Tom
Hanks supplies the voice of Woody,
the cowboy who's been wronged.
Woody, the "leader" of the toys, is

Andy's favorite toy. (Andy, by the way
is the juvenile occupant of the house
and owner of the toys.)
On Andy's birthday, Woody's ego
falls to the floor as he is outdone by the
modern and hi-tech Buzz Light Year
Doll. The kids at the birthday party
toss Woody aside to poke and prod all
the gadgets that Buzz has to offer.
The plot thickens as Buzz is thrown
out the window on accident into the
bad neighbor, Sid's yard. Sid is a very
naughty boy who loves to rip body
parts off dolls and bomb his other toys
to bits. Needless to say, all of the toys
are very worried and they feel that
somehowWoody is to blame.
In a wild chase to prove his innocence, Woody decides he is going to
try to save Buzz for Andy.
Toy Story moved along very
quickly, which prevented the kids in

CAREER

How to begin a business
in your "home sweet home"
By Paul Allen
Variety Reporter.

I

sthe ambitious home-based entrepreneur becoming a dying breed
with America becoming "Corporate
America"? According to Mark Anthony, Winona native and successful home-based businessman, that
isn't the case.
Last Tuesday evening at the
Riverport Inn, Anthony gave a short
seminar on some of the tools needed
to start a successful home-based
business.
The first word of advice that Anthony had to offer was that whether
you're a recent college graduate
looking for work, or currently employed, "You're not locked into corporate America."
Many people today believe that
in order to be successful you must
first have a four-year college
degree and work under someone
else in order, to work your way up
the corporate ladder.
Anthony is proving many
wrong. After receiving a two-year
Electronic Technology degree
from the Winona Technical
College and limited experience

working for someone else, he is now
currently the President of Home
Based Business Association of
Minnesota. His home office is
located in the Twin Cities.
"The necessary element to being
successful in your own business is
finding out what it is that you love to
do. Once you find out what that is, the
rest will take care of itself," said Anthony.
"If you like what it is you do, you'll
be willing to put in the hours necessary to build a successful business,"

Anthony added.
In his seminar, Anthony cited fellow business associate Robert
Knotek's various insights in the area
of home-based business, including:
the need to 'Do something of value
for the market place" and "Solve customer problems."
According to Knotek, "Homebased is one of the best vehicles for
bringing business in from off the
streets, because that's where all the
people are."
In further support of home-based
business, Krtotek was also noted as
saying, 'Because of so many people
being thrown out ofbig business these
days due to 'downsizing', a new gro up
of people have expanded into entre-

preneurs. These are people who are
poised for success."
According to Krtotek, a few simple
strategies, if followed correctly, can
help anyone to become a good business person:
1) Be your own marketing manager—know what people you're trying to reach and supply them with
reasons why they need to buy your
product.
2) Be your own finance manager—if your can't manage your own
money, running your own business
will be next to impossible.
3) Utilize your human resources—learn to work with other
people.
4) Be your own operations manager—know every facet of your business backward and forward.
5) Finally, you must be your own
administrative manager—it's your
business, so run things how you think
they should be run.
Anthony said, "Home-based business is risky and is therefore not for
everyone. But you can always be
sure that you'll miss 100% of the
chances you don't take."
For more information contact
Mark Anthony at (612) 930-0771 or

via e-mail at ma7470aol.com

DECEMBER

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. The Calvin And Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book,
by Bill Watterson. (Andrews & McMeel, $14.95.) Cartoons.
2_ The Stone Diaries, by Carol Shields. (Penguin, $10.95.)
A woman's life from childhood through old age.
3. Don't Stand Too Close To A Naked Man, by Tim Allen.
(Hyperion, $5.99.) Meditations on life.
4. Snow Falling On Cedars, by David Guterson. (Vintage, $1200.)
A trig leads to memories of Japanese-American intemme-tt.
5. The Anatomy Coloring Book, by Wynn Kapit and Lawrence M.
ELcon. (I-IarperCollins, $16.00.) An easy way to learn about anatomy.
6. Chicken Soup For The Soul, by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor
Hansen. (Health Communications, $12.00.) Stories for heart & spirit

7. Dark Rivers Of The Heart, by Dean Koontz. (Ballantine, $7.99.)
A couple flees from a powerful Government agency.
8. The Hot Zone, by Richard Preston. (Anchor/Doubleday, $6.99.)
Combating a deadly virus.
9. The Seven Habits Of Nighty Effective People, by Stephen R.
Covey. (Fireside, $12.00.) Guide to personal fulfillment.

10. How To Make An American Quilt, by Whitney Otto. (Ballantine
$6.99.) Reminiscences of a quilting circle in a small town.
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Hidden Jewel, by V.C. Andrews. (Pocket, $6.99) The eagerly
awaited fourth novel in the thrilling Landry family series.
Help Wanted Angel!, by Annette Broadrick, Christine Rimmer and
Justine Davis. (Silhouette, $5.99.) A delightful collection of three
stories featuring the ever-popular theme of angels and romance.
No More Frogs To Kiss, by Mine Godfrey. (HarperBusiness,
$12.00.) A practical and inspirational guide for helping the girls of
today become the economically empowered women of tomorrow.
ASSODAT1011 OF AMMAN PUSLAPIERSINATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CCILIJKor grafts

Toy Story
continued from page 7
Annie Potts, Designing Women ,
provided the voice for the seductive
Bo Peep, and Home Improvement's
Tim Allen played the infamous Buzz
Light Year. Don Rickels does an
excellent job as the lonely-hearted
Mr. Potato Head who is desperately
seeking a Mrs. Potato Head.
I really liked this movie because
the humor is appealing to the adult
as well as young children. Although
you can probably live without seeing Toy Story, the new technology of
the computer animation is worth
checking out. Being the first fully
computer animated movie ever, Toy
Story may become a land mark in leading the way for other cartoon producers.
The movie was remarkably realistic in every aspect in clouding the
pictures of the buildings, the humans,
and of course, the toys. Leave it to
Disney to do it first, and do it right!
The fun and appropriate music
was supplied by the singer, Randy
Newman with a little help from Lyle
Lovitt. Toy story really captured the
spirit of honesty and friendship, and
provided a good moral for the youngsters in the audience.
Will Mr. Potato Head dreams
come true? Can Woody save Buzz
from the evil Sid? You will have to
see the movie to find out.
Toy Story is a delightful movie for
everyone, but it may not be available
on video for quite a while. See this
one in the theater before it's too late!

Dean

study, but decide that I am hungry. I
beds rather than here on this train.
go
back to the snack car and get a bag
As I sit back down, I trace the pic-

ing in a way only an erotic dancer can.

She lifts her leg on the table in front of
her and declares that any dancer that
puts her "stuff" into a guys face like
this, she shoves her pelvis into her
listener's faces to make her point, is
not an erotic dancer but a "ho." Then
she declares, almost as loud as the
plastered fanatic, that she ain't no "ho."
No, she's an erotic dancer and "hos"
like that give her occupation a bad
name. The men she is talking to laugh
and ask her if they can buy her a drink.
She smiles and asks for something hard
and wet.
I move further away and watch a
young couple as they cling to each
other in a corner of the car and trade
cigarette smoke while French kissing.
I feel like a voyeur and decide to go
back to my seat and my book.
But, as I pass through the adjoining
cars, I can't help but notice the other
passengers stretched out like contortionists as they seek out a comfortable
position to sleep, read, or cuddle in. I
catch sight of some of their faces as
they sleep and the kids all look like
cherubs and the adults all look like
they are sleeping with one eye open.
Some adults, more trusting than the
rest, show their true selves as they
snore or stick out their tongues as if
they were home in their own little

of pretzels. I gnaw the twisted shapes

their dreams and wishes. I try and

sugar cookies shaped like wreaths,
snowmen, and trees, sprinkled with
candy and red hots. I imagine sitting
at the holiday table as the tray of goodies is passed and of trying each one.
The thought makes the pretzels taste
better than pretzels possibly can. As I
get ready to take another bite, the train
stops again and a collective sigh goes
up from the people in the lounge car
up ahead.
I hurry through the car and try not
to be distracted by the snippets of conversation and the echoes of laughter
which follow me as I go. As the automatic door shuts and separates me
from the din of the lounge car, I am met
by a man whose belly is larger than
Santa's and the only way I can avoid
him is by stepping into a row of unoccupied seats. He breathes as if under a
large strain and manages to squeeze whose train is almost two hours late in
by me and through the door. He is
stuck for a moment between the cars
as he tries to open the door ahead. The
door slides half way and then wavers.
The fat man pushes it with his hand
FROM:
and, like any body in motion, the door
1:4a0yrse/. 7 NFi tz, A ir.,
opens the rest of the way and the man
BIANCHI
waddles through.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
We are getting closer now. The
switches are all fixed on the road to
JACQUI AT 452-0577
destiny and my eyes begin to get heavy.
, Rossi
The movement of the train condones
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS AT
TOURS
sleep; it welcomes sleep; it invites sleep.
1-800-875-4525
The weather does the same. So, I close
*PARTIES EVERY RITE!! 10130PM 3:00AM*
OPEN BAR AT THE BEST CLUBS ON THE PLANET!!

guess where they are going and where
they have been. I can only guess. Without being them, I can never know. I
contemplate the thin lines we throw
out to one another in an attempt to
connect and realize that the ties that
bind, the ties which we base our lives
upon, are as thin as a filament of
spider's web. Another stop and my
bladder tells me I have to make my
own stop.
The bathroom is downstairs and I
pause to let someone pass through the
narrow staircase. The bathroom is
larger than I had expected and I wonder what kind of sexual trysts are parlayed in these sanctimonious booths. I
imagine lovers, not able to afford a
sleeping berth, passing their time tussling in the confines of the bathroom in
moments of unbridled passion. These
thoughts drift away as I give myself a
shake and hit the eject button. As the
toilet makes a sound of expulsion my
urine disappears and I can't help but
wonder where the piss goes when it's
gone from here. Does it fall between
the tracks or is it saved up and sucked
away at the depot ?
The train begins to move again and
each step is like a baby's first as I teeter
and totter and eventually make my
way back to my seat.
Sitting alone in the glow of an overhead reading light I attempt to

SPRING BREAK

$389.90,
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NJ
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HAMLINE

UNIVERSITY

Coupon good for:

IS

ers

"Hairstyles
for your
Lifestyle"

50¢ off a
$6.95 Haircut

coming or going. I try to make my way
through the crowd as quick as I can
and hope there is a cab waiting. Then,
in this frozen lake of rejection, I am
tossed a life-saving thread of connection when I see the face of my destiny
waiting there for me. She came to pick
me up after all.
Sometimes people think I lead a
weird life, but I don't think so. Life is
just weird.
Anyway, have a good break. See ya
next year!

tures of these faces into a uncharted

Continued from page 7 slate in my mind. I try to capture all and think of holiday cookies. Frosted
explains the intricacies of erotic danc-

my eyes and sleep an uneasy sleep and
just as my eyes begin the first twitter of
dreaming the conductor nudges me
and I am awake.
The conductor asks for my pillow
and mumbles something about being
there soon and, as I wipe the sleep
from my eyes, I remember I am a traveler alone. I adjust myself to my surroundings and realize that, although I
am alone I am going somewhere, and
that I like traveling by train.
As I get off at the station, I am meet
by a whirl of frozen wind and the
prospect of a long cab ride to my destiny. I imagine the foreign driver, cigar in hand, trying to find his way
through the blizzard. I hear him cursing in an unknown language and see
us skidding out of control.
My thoughts are soon interrupted
by the warmth of the depot, the heartfelt hugs of reunions, the clamor of a
hundred voices all saying hello at once,
and the impatient push of travelers

SCHOOL OF LAW
presents

THE LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE
Informational programs coming to Eau Claire & La Crosse
TUESDAY, JANUARY 9
Fanny Hill, 3919 Crescent Avenue
Eau Claire

• Temporary Office Jobs
• Professional Environments

• Twin Cities Area
• Flexible Hours

Gain valuable skills that will be useful when you enter the job market!
Call our toll-free number by December 15 and recieve a Fax Ahead application

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10
Midway Motor Lodge, 1835 Rose St
La Crosse

Perms start @ $30

(includes
haircut)

7:00p.m.
For reservations, call
800-388-3688
Please join us!

Corner of Mark
& Main
1 blk. from WSU
Campus
Expires
454-8125 12-31-95

First in office staffing®

Call (800) 856-3133

Hamline University
is an equal education/
employment institution.

dIFACE TILE MUSIC
A1TENTION ENTREPRENEURS

JOHN HIATT
.

Walk On
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PLEASE DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME AWARE OF A GROUND FLOOR
OPPORTUNITY THAT IS CREATING FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE FOR THOUSANDS.

COME SEE HOW YOU CAN EARN ANY NEW CAR WITH A MONTHLY PAYMENT OF UP TO $750
FREE. THIS IS AN EXTREMELY INTERESTING AND EDUCATIONAL MEETING.
PLEASE CONTACT JIM ENGSTRAND AT 1 800 374 1111 EXT. 61552 TO RESERVE A SPOT.
RESERVATIONS WILL HAVE PRIORITY OVER WALK INS. WALK INS ARE WELCOME AS
SEATING ALLOWS. IF YOU NEED TO CALL AFTER 5:00 PM PLEASE CALL ME AT 507 356
-

-

8738.

THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO BECOME INTERESTED IN THIS OPPORTUNITY AFTER THE MEETING
SHOULD SEE ME. I WILL AIDE THE FIRST 10 INDIVIDUALS WHO GET INVOLVED BY PROVIDING
EACH $50 TOWARD THERE START UP IN THE OPPORTUNITY.

REMEMBER, THE SURE WAY TO MISS SUCCESS, IS TO MISS THE OPPORTUNITY. DON'T MISS
THIS OPPORTUNITY FOR ANYTHING!
SEE YOU AT THE MEETING.

Essay Contest
The final winner won't be drawn until

January 12th. All entries will be
judged on creativity and humor. Enter
as often as you like. No purchase
necessary to win. Prize vale $150$250.

Write an essay of 50 words or less on
how you the figt for your mind. The
winner will receive a campus survival
kit compliments of capitol records and
Face The Music
VALUABLE COUPONS!

TPPERDECK

TIME: 7:00 PM

811.99 CD
$6.99 CASS.

gSSAYCONTEsr

CR /FFY 89 111 ROON/E

Where: WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY
KRYZSKO PURPLE RM 104

Ragged Ass Road

BEN HARPER

.98 CD
S6.99 CASS.

SASEIMIL

WHEN: JANUARY 9th, 1996

TOM COCHRANE

BLACK
LITES

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AN INFORMATIONAL MEETING CONCERNING A GROUND
FLOOR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY THAT IS GENERATING EXTREMELY FAST PAYBACK WITH
VERY SMALL INVESTMENT.
ONE INDIVIDUAL IN THE ROCHESTER AREA BECAME INVOLVEO IN APRIL 1995 AND IS
CURRENTLY GENERATING $30,000 PER MONTH. THIS IS NOT SALES OR ANY ILLEGAL
BUSINESS. THE VENTURE IS A CREATION OF KEVIN TRUDEAU THE RENOWNED AUTHOR,
MULTI-MILLIONAIRE AND TALK SHOW HOST.

LAVA
LAMPS

VALUABLE COUPONS!
Inca
cans STAR TREK
GAMING SPORT COMIC

ALTERNATE
UNIVERSE

DOUBLE THE
DISCOUNTS

$2.49 PACK
$79.99 BOX

$2,99 PACK 30% OFF

001 /2; 13,/95

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12/18/95)

(SOME ITEMS MAY BE EXCLUDED
OFFER GOOD THROUGH 12/18/95)

MAGIC
HOMELANDS

94SWETRAti

021/1) 5
oo's
to%

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12/18/95)

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANITIES GOOD TILI, 12/18/95)

$1.44 PACK
$84.44 BOX

I

$2.19 PACK
$69.99 PACK

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12/15/95)

JYO CQCEY

95/96
DONURUSS
S 1.19 PACK
$35.99 BOX

$3.19 PACK
$89.99 BOX
■

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO Lail
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12/18/95)

•

lb

MAGIC I: DASEhALL

4111. ED.
BOOSTERS

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT)
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12/18/95)

FOOTBALL
95
MVO ABSOLUTE

tl

S1 BOBBY

2.88 .PACK $3.99 PACK
179.911 BOX $89.99 BOX

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMr{
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12/18/95)
11.1= ======

•

ME RESERVE THE RIGHT TO HMI
QUANITIES GOOD TILL 12 i IS 951

Face The Nilusic

JIM & SUE ENGSTRAND

ON THE CORNER OF HUFF & SAR\ I A
PHONE 4 _52 - 1342 oP EN moNnAv SATURDAYS TILL 10PNI VISA i\l/C
St INDAVS

TILL 9PNI Disco\ ER,
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WOMENS BASKETBALL

Women hoops record first 2 wins
Warriors fall in championship, but bring home 2nd place trophy in Wartburg Tourney
By ANNA L. DEROCHER
Sports Reporter
"We learned a lot in U.S. play,
and basketball here is much more
competitive than in Puerto Rico," said
Doriscelis Roura, assistant coach of
the American University of Puerto
Rico. "We finished 0-6 on our American tour, but we learned a lot."
Last Thursday, Winona State
University's women's basketball
squad stepped up it offense a bit as
they im proved their record to 2-5 with
a 55-38 win over Puerto Rico.
To start with, this was an unusual
game for the Warriors because the
competition was not stiff, as has been
the case with past opponents this season.
"It was easier to win than to play
against them (American University),"
said Winona State's coach Terri
Sheridan.
Sheridan felt that her team needed
a classroom discipline because they
were unsure of what to expect.
Another thing which was unique
for the Warriors, other than playing a
team from another country, was the
fact that every player off the WSU
bench saw floor time.
Kate Maxwell earned a spot in the
starting five because of her efforts
coming off the bench in previous
games.
Angie Bohringer led WSU's offensive charge with 13 points, all of which
came in the second half. Center Jennifer Hosting was the other Warrior
to score in double digits as she put in
Joshua Smith/Photo Editor
10 of her own.
As far as rebounding was con- Jennifer Hosting grabs the ball against Mt. Mercy College on Saturday in McCown Gym.
cerned, the Pirates of Puerto Rico Mankato State University last Tues- ter for the Warriors, as WSU came and made things happen on both ofclearly had the height advantage as day.
within eight points of the Mavericks. fense and defense."
they dominated the boards with 60
Although the Warriors had the But the Warriors effort did not go
Hosting finished with 11 points and
rebounds compared to the Warriors home court advantage along with the unnoticed as Mankato State's coach Bohringer laid in 16 of her own.
43.
support of the pep band and a fair continually called time outs and used
Sheridan feels confident that her
Hosting led the Warriors with six number of fans, WSU found it difficult a full court press until the final buzzer team will improve with each game
rebounds, while Tina Peek, Julia to keep up with the Mavericks.
of regulation sounded.
played, and that she is already seeing
Barthel and Rita Wolcott each had
Within the first 20 seconds of the
Turnovers definitely hurt the host- a steady improvement.
five.
game, the score remained tied at 2-2. ing team as the Warriors committed
At the beginning of the month of
The Pirates' Adianez Viera led her The Warriors then went on a 6-0 run 27 compared to the Mavericks 15.
December, Winona State traveled to
team with 14 points, while Zulaika and found themselves up by a score of
"Mankato's Carla Bronson and Waverly, Iowa for the Wartburg TourOrtiz and Rafymar Gonzalez worked 8-2 with 17:28 remaining in the first Amy Swan son definitely hurt us," said nament, where they recorded their first
the boards on rebounds.
half.
Sheridan. "While our outside offense win of the season and took second in
Ortiz recorded a team high 21, 15
Two quick three pointers by was on, their outside offense was on the tourney.
of which came on the defensive end, Mankato State quickly tied the game at with these two players."
The Warriors defeated Nebraska
and Gonzalez took credit for 16.
8-8. At this point, both teams manBronson finished the game with 16 Wesleyan 59-48 in the first game of the
Although the Pirates went back to aged to answer each other's offensive points and Swanson sank four three tourney, propelling WSU to the chamPuerto Rico without a win while on strategy as the score reached 14-14 with pointers, a pair of free throws and pionship game.
the American tour, they did return just over 14 minutes to play in the half. three field goals for a team high of 20
The Warriors were on the verge of
home with a gained experience and a
Five unanswered points gave the points. Liz Hayes led her team as she bringing home a first place trophy, but
7-5 record.
Mavericks the edge at 19-14 and the brought down seven boards.
came up short and had to settle for a
"We need to work on balancing lead for the remainder of the game. As
"Jennifer Hosting and Angela second place trophy as they fell to host
the inside and outside offense, and the buzzer sounded at half-time, the Bohringer were solid inside for us," Wartburg 63-55 in the final game of the
until both are in sync, we will be Warriors saw what once was a tie turn said Sheridan. "I was also very im- tournament.
traveling on that bumpy road," said into a cushioned MSU lead of 41-28.
pressed with Nicole Gingue and Katie
coach Sheridan after her 78-64 loss to
The second half looked a little bet- Maxwell as they came off the bench

Lady Warriors host American University of Puerto Rico
By GRANT CHRISTIANSON
Sports Reporter

O

n December 7, Winona State
University women's basketball team
played a rather unusual opponent.
The Warriors hosted the American
University women's basketball team
from Puerto Rico. The Puerto Ricans
were on a tour of six upper midwest
schools, including the University of

Minnesota-Duluth, University of then have to resume studying in prepaNorth Dakota, Saint Cloud State Uni- ration for finals.
The Puerto Rican team consists of
versity, Southwest State University and
ten women. Of the ten players, eight
WSU.
The team is taking two weeks off are from Puerto Rico, and one is from
from school to make the trip. During Santo Domingo. The tenth member of
the two week trip, the girls are also the team is from Venezuela.
During the two week trip, the Puerto
missing two weeks of classes. Missing
those two weeks of classes is not com- Ricans also have to play without their
ing at a good time for the girls. When head coach, Ed gardo Torres, who could
the players finally return to Puerto not make the trip because of an illness.
Stepping into the head coach's role
Rico, they have a couple days off and

is assistant coach Doriscelis Roura.
The basketball program at American University of Puerto Rico is in its
second year of competition.
Being that the team it is a relatively
young program, the Puerto Ricans do
not have a very full schedule.

Their season consists of 11 games in
Puerto Rico.

See Puerto Rico, page 11

Molitor takes pay cut, returns home

W

AP Mob

Former Toronto Blue Jay Paul Molitor holds up the jersey he
will be wearing for the next baseball season. The Major Leaguer
signed a;4 million two-year contract with the Twins. Molitor
has always wanted to finish his baseball cycle In Minnesota.

ell, another veteran has
signed with the Minnesota Twins,
and now Kirby Puckett will not feel
like he is the only vet left on the Twins
organization.
Paul Molitor, a 39 year old who
has had an outstanding career in
major league baseball since he graduated from the University of Minnesota, will more than likely add some
excitement to the Twins organization.
Although I am unable to predict
what the ticket sales will be for the
Twins 1996 season, I am betting that
they will sky rocket because of the
addition of the St. Paul native.
Molitor is one of the few MLB
players who I and many other fans
respect. He is unique in the sense that
he plays for the love of the game,
rather than for the money, which is
obviously controlling all professional
sports nowdays.
On Dec. 5, the Twins signed
Molitor to a two year deal worth $4
million.
Now don't get me wrong, but this

is not much money. The reason I'm
saying this is because $2 million a
year seems like a salary which a
baseball star would earn - that is,
one who loves the game.
I'm sure that he is well off financially, but the point which I'm trying to make is that this amount of
money does not seem like much
when comparing it to the salary of
say, Barry Bonds.
Molitor's heart is in the game. If
money was the issue, than he probably would have signed with another team. But no, instead he went
with the Twins, and accepted the
salary which was offered to him.
I salute Molitor because he wants
to end his baseball career in Minnesota. He started here when he played
as a shortstop at the University of
Minnesota in 1978-77, and is hoping
to end the cycle.
The Twins did the right thing in
signing Molitor to their organization. Normally, the organization is
in the process of losing players at
this time of the year, but this is different.
As was said in one of my earlier
columns, the Twins finished in the
cellar and were probably seen as the
joke of baseball.
Looking ahead, I predict that the
Twins will have one hell of a good
team this season. Molitor has filled

See Molitor , page 11

What fan loyalty?
By SCOTT 1CRAMP
Assistant Sports Editor

F

an loyalty. Hrnmmin. Fan loyalty is something that is taken to the
extreme for professional sports in this
area. I'm from Illinois„ so the perspective I'm coming from is obviously going to be that of an Illinois

fan. I was a 49'ers fan in the early 80's
when they had Montana and Roger

me knowing we've been swept for
two consecutive years by the
cheeseheads. Speaking of
cheeseheads, did anyone hear about
that fan whose foam cheesehead may
have actually saved his life when his
plane crashed? Unbelievable. I would
have had to think long and hard about
putting on a cheesehead to save my
life. I'm just kidding (I think). I guess
I don't really have a problem with

Craig, but I converted over to the Wisconsin fans except for maybe Bad
Bears in 83' when they were near the ger fans. When the University of
beginning of the Ditka-McMahon era Wisconsin went to the Rose Bowl a
and have been a diehard ever since. few years back, this area went crazy.
The Bulls have been my team my Now I never hear Badger fans talk
whole sports-watching life. Yes, even about anything. Congrats to their
when Orlando Woolridge and Reggie men's soccer team for winning the

Theus were their best players and NCAA national championship by the
before Michael Jordan was winning way. It is comparable to what Norththe NCCA tourney. The Cubs have western is going through this year, so
always been my team (except for a I suppose it goes both ways.
This leads me to Winona State Unilittle known year when I was about
five or six when I liked the Sox— versity fans, the few that are out there.
wow, I feel sick that it finally came I don't know why people don't atout). The only other fans I've known tend games, I myself sometimes
are Wisconsin fans and Minnesota would rather sit in front of the TV and
fans, and from my dealings with them channel surf than sit in the cold and
in my third yearof school in this state, watch a Warrior football game, and
all I can tell is their as big of fanatics as many times I did. I do regularly
Illinois fans are. These are slightly attend home basketball games, and
other than the yearly "Battle for the
different types of fans however.
All fans, regardless of where you Rock" against St. Mary's, the attenare from, want their team to win. dance is pitiful. I feel for the cheerNow thinking your team is going to leaders who do cheers to try and get
win and wanting your team to win are the crowd into the game while the
two entirely different animals. This fans sit and look at them with blank
is where many Minnesota fans have looks on their faces like zombies. No
the problem with the Vikings. I'm a one shows up for these games. Here
Bears fan and I know they are rotten. are some possible reasons why WSU
I know the rest of the league has students don't attend these games:
figured out how to shut down Erik Early in the week games are tough
Kramer and the rest of the Bears' because you are still hung way over
offense. 1. know the Bears' defense is from the weekend. Thursday night
so awful that 'I might be able to get games are tough because of all the
open fora reception, and I run about drink specials downtown. I mean
a 6.50 40-yard dash (if I'm lucky). I you don't want to cut into your beer
know our run for a playoff spot is money. You're poor college students,
basically over. Wait a second! Do and if you pay $2 to get into a game
you hear that? It sounds like the maybe you won't have enough for
bandwagon is coming along! Look at that eighth swamp water or thirteenth
all the Vikings fans jumping on it! pounder.
Here are some helpful suggestions
Funny, but six weeks ago the Viking
bandwagon was empty, and now I'm in getting more WSU students to the
hearing the Vikes fans start to talk games: Instead of givingaway a quaragain. Don't worry, next week after ter of free tuition away, give away a
Young, Rice and the 'Niners defense keg of beer to every fiftieth fan or
meets the Vikes the bandwagon will maybe a week of free beer at your
crash right into the Metrodome and favorite downtown establishment.
everyone will , be cursing Warren Maybe hold a little seminar at halfMoon again. Another thing I notice time on how to make fake ID's or a
about Minnesota fans is that many lesson on hoW to come up with exdon't really pay attention to sporting cuses on how to get underagers into
events they attend. I've only been to the bars. These ideas are a bit out
one Vikes game at the Metrodome (of there, but I figure with these little
course the Bears won) and the fans gimmicks we could pack in the fans
were pretty loud, so I'll give you some at McCown Gymnasium. We would
credit. If you go to a Timberwolves have the best fan base in the confergame it is a different story. Granted, ence.
Maybe this would be a better idea.
you don't have much to cheer about,
but at least cheer. T'Wolves fans get Maybe someone in charge of the athmore excited at the blimp that flies letic department should try to do more
around during halftime and that idiot things to let the students know when
mascot Crunch than they coo when the games are. I'm supposed to know
Rider has a breakaway jam. To when the games are because that's
Timberwolves fans, the game is an my job, and I still don't always know
event and people go there "to be seen". what is going on with the athletics at
Winona State because there is very
I just don't understand it.
Packer fans, as much as I'd hate to little on campus to let me know. That
admit it are as loyal, if not more loyal would probably help fan loyalty bethan Bears fans. The Packers-Bears cause as of now it is virtually nonexgames each year are the most emo- istent.
tional games for me to watch. It kills

MENS BASKETBALL

Reserves get key minutes in win
WSU blows out Pillsbury Baptist 99-55
By SCOTT KRAMP
Assistant Sports Editor

O

n December 7, Pillsbury Baptist College (4-5) visited Winona State
University (3-2) in a nonconference
matchup which was easily won by
an undermanned Winona State
team, 99-55.
The Warriors were without starting guard Rodney Wallican and key
reserve Chad Hazelton, who were
out with minor injuries As a result ,
only ten Warriors suited up for the
game.
Pillsbury was in the game for
about the first three minutes, but the
Warriors' height and quickness allowed them to put the game out of
reach.
Winona State exhibited some
great defense in the early going portion of the game, led by point guard
Jason Lyons (4 steals, 2 blocks).
Perhaps the biggest factor in the
Warrior win was the fact that all ten
players on the roster got an extensive amount of playing time.
Little used players to this point in
the season Mark Tripp (14 points, 9
rebounds), Nate Landers (6 points, 6
rebounds) and Chad Fitzsimmons
(15 points, 6 rebounds) got some key
minutes and played well.
Tripp and Landers, who are going to play an important role for us
this season, got some playing time,"
said assistant coach Mark Bambenek
"It was a wonderful opportunity for
them to get some minutes. Hopefully this will give them some needed

experience which will help us later
in the season."
Brad Sowinski (2 points) and
Tommy Beal (5 points), who are usually the two main scoring threats,
got to sit and watch their teammates
do the job on this night as they each
played less than 20 minutes.
Lyons led the Warriors with 24
points while forward Jake Hodge
led Pillsbury with 13 points. Tony
Batchelor (10 points, 4 rebounds)
and guard Brian Harms (12 points, 7
rebounds) also scored in double figures for WSU.
The game scheduled for December 9 against the University of Southern Illinois-Edwardsville was cancelled due to poor weather conditions.

Remaining Home Games
UW-La Crosse

Dec. 21

Concordia-St. Paul

Jan. 20

UM-Morris

Jan. 24

Moorhead St.

Jan. 27

UM-Duluth

Jan. 31

Bemidji St.

Feb. 8

Northern St.

Feb. 10

Mount Senario

Feb. 12

IUPU-Indianapolis

Feb. 17

Southwest State

Mar. 2

46-44) SPORTS
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Puerto Rico
continued from page 10

"The teams here in the United
States are much harder to play
against than in Puerto Rico." She
also said that the teams here play a
much more physical game. "
After every game on this tour, we

The American University team
is part of the Inter-Collegiate League
of Puerto Rican (ICLPR). The league
consists of college teams from Puerto
Rico.
Included in this list are the University of Puerto Rico and the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez,
to name a few.
After the 11 game season, the
ICLPR does not have an end of the
year tournament like teams in
America. Once conference play is
over for them, the season is done.
When asked about the differences
between competition here in the
states and in Puerto Rico, coach
Roura said

came away with a player limping or
bruised," said Roura.
The Warriors defeated the American University Pirates by a score of
55-38.
Some of the key players for the
Pirates were Adianez Viera, who
finished the game with 14 points,
and Zulika Ortiz, who finished with
six points and a game high 21 rebounds. Also, Rafymar Gonzalez
who finished with six points and
had 16 rebounds.

WHERE BORN LEADERS
ARE BORN.

Cold temps. put damper on
Rugby/Frisbee football game
The injuries included a broken
nose, frost bite on the cheeks of a
Rugby player, and banged up knees
as a result of the mud freezing in
sharp formations.
As it turns out, the players split
up in to two teams and played for
about 45 minutes.
The party which was held afterward attracted a much larger crowd
than the football game itself.
Another intersting point about
the game, other than the cold, was
that both teams picked players to act
on the other team's traditions, such
as drinking a frisbee full of beer or
running around the field naked for a
couple of minutes.
The Ultimate Frisbee Club is looking for a rematch of football once the
weather warms up.

By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Editor

T

he below zero temperatures
and negative 40 windchill this past
Saturday was enough to discourage
a majority of team members from
the Ultimate Frisbee Club from participating in a football game with
the mens Rugby Club.
"We had about 17-18 members of
the Rugby Club show up , but only
two members from the Ultimate
Frisbee Club showed up," said Jeff
Holmes, a member of the Rugby
team. 'Their excuse was probably
because it was too cold."
Which it was, as the cold ternperatures and wind took its toll on
those players who stood up to the
weather.

Pictured above is a delivery room
unlike any other. Part land, part

And when they come back, they're

sea, part sky, it's the size of twenty

different people. Stronger, more confident,

states combined. It's short on

better able to take on the daily challenges

creature comforts. But oh, what a view.
This is where Outward Bound®
happens. Here, people learn things like
ion

how to climb up the side of a mountain.
How to read a river like a map. And how

Molitor

to tell time without a watch.

continued from page 10

At the same time, they're learning

one of the holes which the Twins
have struggled to fill - the role of the
designated hitter. Yeah, I know
that this past season for Molitor
was not one to mark down in the
books, but I, as well as the Twins
organization and fans, believe that
he still has some pop left in his bat.
If all falls through and for one
reason or another, Molitor does not
prove to be as beneficial to the Twins
organization as hoped, he will be
able to finish his career in his home
town and will hopefully show the
rest of MLB's players that the game
should be in the heart, rather than
be played for money.

deep down inside, and never goes away.

of life back home. In a word, leaders.
There are over 600 Outward Bound
courses in 20 states to choose from.
Canoeing, sailing, hiking, and even
dogsledding to name a few. None require
special skills or training.

Find out which one is right for you.
Call 1-800-243-8520 today for a free color
p,RD

catalog. Or write Outward

Willie "Sunnie" Prevo
Graduating: June 4, 1992.
Killed: May 28, 1992
Cleveland, OH

Bound USA, 384 Field

SM, 19, seeks SF for fun,
romance, and new baby.
In today's dating scene, lots of students worry about becoming a
father unexpectedly. Fortunately, they can always talk to someone at
Birthright, the volunteer agency that for more than twenty years has
helped thousands of students face unplanned pregnancy. Birthright
offers private pregnancy tests, helpful resources and answerrs to
your questions...all for free.

O

O

about themselves. They're building

Point Road, Greenwich, CT

teamwork skills. And developing a special

06830. Financial aid and

kind of confidence, one that comes from

academic credit available. 1-800-243-8520

3

A nonprofit, nondiscriminatory organi,ation, celebrating 50 years of excellence in education worldwide.

Birthright

24-hour hotline: 452-2421 ♦ Office: 920 W 5th St.

Ooffee is more

NATURAL
HABITAT

Rnoantic

7/3"Ut

coffeehouse

that) beer.

'Dilla

Try & see.,

Formerly Banger's Pub!

451 H off Strtet, 507/452-7020

MP OP OP IV OP M-Th 7am - 11 pm; Frl 7am - 12am
Sat gam-12am; Sun 9am-9pm

Little Caesars® Pizza
1201 Gilmore Avenue

452-8752

(Winona Mall)

`Limited Delivery Area To Insure Safe Driving!

WIN RalritT

Friday Dec. 15

Our Deliver Drivers Carry_ Less Than 520.00

Jr\T@ 4:30
Varsity@7:00

••• •• ••• •• •• ••••••• ••• •• ••• • •••
e*, -Mu. T..

NO LIMIT!
1.4

r 2 SMALL PIZZAS
OMB MI MI ME MN NMI

■I =MI MB

With cheese And
One Topping

$

I

49

PLUS TAX

DELIVERED
Vabd for a hmited time al parnc.paung locations I
01995 hole Caesar Enterpnses. Inc

-

EXPIRES 12-23-95
-- -----

to.),

r INN NEM 1MMM 1MM MOM MEM EMI 11M11 IMO 1111

6

VS

en. oh. rrasil..111

With cheese And
One Topping

$

There Will Be A Serving
Contest Between Games
1 &2
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The Men's Volleyball Club is sponsoerd by,

99

PLUS TAX

8

DELIVERED
Veld for a ',rated We a( parlo:voting VocatoWo3

01995 LAW Carsar Erverprises, tnc.

EXPIRES 12-23-95

razy...with
Bread®
any pizza purchase.

mom. =IN ■I

990

J
0

Weekly Specials
Sun.,Mon., Tues. FREE POOL
Sunday: FREE POOL and 3 for 1 Taps during the football gamed
Monday: FREE POOL With Pitcher
Specials!
Tuesday: FREE POOL and 2 for 1 Pitchers
Wednesdays: NO COVER 4 for 1 Taps
Thursdays: NO COVER
Ladies Drink FREE Light Taps from 9:00 12:00
Guys NO COVER 1/2 Pries Rails and Taps
9:00 - Close
Friday: Progressive Pitchers From
8:00- 11:00
Friday and Saturday Shot and Beer
Specials!
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MY HOBBY IS GEOGRAPHY.
WOULD YOU SIGN MY
500K TO EACH OF THE
CONTINENTS BY NAME"?

SCO TTADAMS@AOL CO M

DILBERT ® by Scott Adams
-WE FIND THE)
LINE MOVES
FASTER IF I
DO THIS TO
THE FIRST
CUSTOMER

ARE YOU AWARE THAT
MY BOOK RECOMMENDS
A TWIRLING LJEDGIE
FOR PEOPLE LOH° ASK
FOR TOO MUCH?

2
0

In

ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
THE PAN,
BEING
IMPORT NT,
HAS'

E-Mail: JirnMeddick@aol.corn

AS Fr

auDY, IT 14,16
DIMINISHED, EXISTwo
MERELy TO SERVE THE
molt)... How AMA 21Iv
THE Economy or wq-RipE!

Ham, HP, HEN•YEs,NDEEP... HOW

EFFiciENT!... WOW—

GAY c ovo you ovE ME A WWI)
GETTING MY HE40 Etla< INTr
THE VERT/CAL POSMON7—

1/1-1,

1JCPE/45'EP
IN SIZE-•

©1995 Brian Shuster. Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
iz.usumearmikaikirmualmAalwAssio

CST THE

"Well Mr. Wilkins, we were able to save your life, but I'm
afraid we had to give you a heart from a duck...and a
duck's kidneys...and, well, look, I've got to be honest..."

YourRezilloroscope

A special
Winonan
holiday
greeting...

by Ruby VVyner—lo
A.A. B. P-certified Astrologer
Aries: (Mar. 21–Apr. 19) A longpuzzle.
time acquaintance propositions Scorpio: (Oct. 24–Nov. 21) The
Earth's gravity loosens its grip
you for kinky sex. You'll be doubly pleased when it's the neighon you this week, sending you
borhood ice cream man.
hurtling into the ionosphere.
Taurus: (Apr. 20–May 20) Focus Sagittarius: (Nov. 22–Dec. 21 ) The
on car repairs and wilted lettuce
stars say you possess no real world
this week. During the weekend,
skills. Your only hope: Take up
concentrate on polar bears.
the trapeze.
Gemini: (May 21 June21) You'll Capricorn: (Dec. 22–Jan. 19) Don't
tackle tasks with renewed vigor
let opportunity slip by. Reap the
financial rewards that result from
when you put extra hot salsa in
your singing rectum.
your underpants.
Cancer: (June 22–July 22) Look- Aquarius: k Jan. 20–Feb.18) You're
ing for a friend you can count on
a failure at school, incompetent
for moral support in times of
at work and everyone hates you.
strife? Why not buy a budgie?
Thank goodness you'll be dead
Leo: (July 23–Aug. 22) Stir up
by noon tomorrow.
your partner's cravings for love. Pisces: (Feb. 19–Mar. 20) SomePut on a calypso record, rotate
times its hard to say "I'm sorry,"
your pelvis clockwise, and watch
especially when your lips have
those clothes fly off in seconds!
been eaten away by a deadly
Virgo: (Aug. 23–Sept. 22) Invest
fungus.
in our nation's youth. Kidnap
and sell American toddlers to Improve your golf game with Ms
wealthy foreign businessmen.
Wyner Io's new book "Astral Putling and Dimensional Driving." She
Libra: (Sept. 23 Oct. 23) A way
ward manhole cover bashes in guarantees two strokes offyour game
your skull, making it impossible or your money back.
for you to finish your jigsaw © 1995 by Onion Features Syndicate

The Staff of the
Winonan would like
to wish all our readers a safe and happy
holiday vacation.
Also, we would like
to give a special holiday thank you to Dorothy and the janitors who clean up
after us.
Happy Holidays!

Spring Break
* Mazatlan Spring Break "96 *
America's Premier Student Tour
Company. Air only from Minn.
$299! !! Air/Might hotel/xfer
packages $349, $369, and
$399!!!Space is limited! Call
8001/'919-9920 today!

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/7 nights hotel/
free nightly beer parties/
discounts. (800)366-4786.

t s u m{ 196
synalv
“3.UTH PADR1'3LAND
(
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SPRING BREAK- Acapulco!!
From $389. Air/7 Nights Hotel/
Transfers?More!!!!
PARTY EXTRAVANGANZA
PACKAGE Parties Every
Night!! 10:30P-3A Over 30 hrs
OPEN BAR at Best Clubs on
Planet!! Shane at 454-8404.
Bianchi-Rochi Tours 1-800-8754525.

••••:•

Book Before

Bec.15 for:
lowest prices
best hotels
low deposits
credit cards

399

Don't forget!
Dear Abby says: Mixing Elmer's glue, egg nog,
and a pint of.Jack Daniels
can cause hallucinations,
insanity and a heightened sense of smell. So
drink up, and lock yourself in your bedroom until the effects wear off.

Person

Wanted! ! Individuals, Student
Organizations, and Small
Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '96. Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL
THE NATION'S LEADER,
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS http://www.icpt.com
or 1-800-327-6013.

Help Wanted
Nationwide Companies need

Free Parties a,
men/women to assemble
Free Food !!
products at home. Earn $252
1-81110-SURF'S UP to $620 weekly. Experience

-

STUDENT EXPRESS, INC.

' 0 Vekuttek...

by Charlie Breunig, & Bill F'eenv

11.

this day in 1957, Jerry Lee Lewis made
several mistakes: 1) She was only 13 years
old; 2) She was his third cousin : and 3) Ile hadn't
yet divorced his second wife. The news of this
marriage caused the first big drop in his rollercoaster career.
T U E The last official sighting of a Labrador

12

duck occurred in 1875 when a taxidermist
"collected - a specimen to stuff. But the
last unofficial sighting came on this day in 1878
when a lad in Elmira, New York, shot one because
it was there. (Not enough was left of the bird for
positive identification.) This is how we sent another species into extinction.
In order to settle a border dispute, U.S.
President Lyndon Johnson and Mexican
President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz set off an
explosion in El Paso, Texas, on this day in 1964.
The blast diverted a stretch of the Rio Grande,
turning a piece of America into a piece of Mexico.

13

FRI

15

In an effort to quell the Ghost Dance
movement, police tried to arrest Sioux

leader Sitting Bull on this day in 1890. lie
and his supporters didn't go without a fight, however, and in the resulting unl6e police ended up
killing him.
S A T More weird river lore: Reelfoot Lakenear New Nladrid, Missouri—was created
on this day in 181.1 when an 8.7 earthquake hit the area. That stretch of the Mississippi
River flowed backwards for five days as the new
lake slowly filled up with water.

16

SUN Elvis Costello appeared on SATURDAY
NICITT ',RT. on this day in 1977. After
being warned not to play "Radio Radio"
because of its supposedly controversial lyrics,
Elvis went ahead and played it anyway, and

17

T H U The U.S. Agency for International Dev-

18

elopment stopped shipping condoins to
Egypt On this day in 1991 after finding out
F,gyptian retailers \vere selling them as balloons.
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M 0 N \\lien he married his third wife Myra on
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Unnecessary. Start immediately. Call 1-520-764-2324.
Ext. 4593

Burger King is now hiring
ALL shifts. Apply in person
1215 Gilmore Ave. Winona
Mall.
Recent grads, juniors, and
seniors: Large midwest
Financial Institution has 3
paid intern/training positions
available in local area. Call
612-739-5283 or write F.F.S
Box 25514 Woodbury, MN
55125

Services
International Students-Visitors,
DV-1 Greencard Program
available. 1-800-660-7167 & 1800-772-7168.

For Sale

Personals

Christmas Break has almost
arrived. Here's wishing everyone
at WSU a wonderful time. Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
1991 GEO Tracker 4x 4. New Year as well. Remember the true
tires, am/fm cassette, soft top, reason for the Christmas season,
and be careful.
custom striping. Asking
$7995. Call 457-5107 days
or see Carol in admissions.
To my favorite basketball idol!
Clothes for la' critters. 477
You have no idea how much I
W. 5th offers infant to preteen love to watch you play the point
sizes. Large selection of new position on the court Way to
winter merchandise arriving
handle the pressure. Your
daily. Clearance racks now at performances thus far have been
40-50% off. We offer free
exceptionaL Keep up the good
layaway & free gift wrapping. work and I know you will be
452-7223.
rewarded.
C. F. Martin Backpacker
guitar.Barely used. $115. 4546494.

